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Abstract

Peer-to-peer (P2P) lending is a fast-growing financial technology (Fintech) trend, at-

tracting many investors. Studies on P2P-lending have focused on limiting asymmetric

information or determinants of default. However, limited research has focused on the

future of P2P-lending as a relevant asset class for investors and how macroeconomic con-

ditions, regulation and future uncertainties in the market will affect the attractiveness of

the asset class.

Using a sample of 615,573 loans from the U.S. P2P-lending platform LendingClub, this

study employs a four-part methodology to analyze and compare the attractiveness of the

P2P-lending market with traditional credit asset classes in terms of their risks and their

returns. In particular, Part I and Part II apply logistic regression models to determine the

characteristics of default. The subsequent parts (III and IV) calculate the expected return

of LendingClub’s investors and analyze the relationship between risks and returns with

other credit assets. Specifically, we look at the expected return, probability of default,

Loss Given Default and Sharpe ratio. Lastly, supplementing our empirical findings, we

present the future uncertainty of regulation and changes in the competitive environment.

We find that grade A loans on LendingClub are equivalent to Junk bonds and conclude

that P2P-lending is a relevant asset class for risk-seeking investors. In light of the rapid

growth of P2P-lending, the results from our methodology suggest that irrationality, lack of

financial expertise, as well as herding behavior, are characteristics explaining P2P-lending

investors. Additionally, accounting for the macroeconomic factors, this study shows that

the default rate of loans has a significant negative relation to economic downturns. Con-

sidering the future risks and uncertainties in regards to macroeconomic conditions, new

regulations and changes in the market, this study shows that the risks associated with

P2P-lending are far greater than its returns and that a rational investor should in theory

not be choosing P2P-loans over government and investment grade corporate bonds.
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1 Introduction

In the last decade, we have seen a rapid growth in technology and digitization. These

new information technologies are a disruptive force on existing industries and their stan-

dards (Maynard, 2015). Financial technology (Fintech) is recognized as one of the most

important innovations in the financial industry and is quickly evolving (I. Lee & Shin,

2018).

Among the first to feel the substantial threats of the growing Fintech industry was the

banking sector. The 2008-2009 financial crisis had a strong impact on banking institutions

around the world (Haas & Horen, 2012) and following the crisis, weak balance sheets and

new regulations gave banks limited lending opportunities (Turner, 2018). Further, banks

were forced to drop their interest rates to a historic low, leaving investors looking for new

investment opportunities. The low return on bank investments as well as the difficulties

borrowers faced obtaining loans from banks served as the base for the growth of the

alternative Peer-to-Peer (P2P) lending. P2P-lending start-ups utilized this opportunity

and created business models which avoided the regulations and requirements that banks

were being held to (Desai, 2015).

Since the launch of the first P2P-lending platform Zopa in 2005, platforms have emerged

around the world (H. Liu, Qiao, Wang, & Li, 2018). A report from 2015 showed that

savings and investment technologies such as P2P-lending represented 16.7% of Fintech

products, making it the second most popular product group after money transfers (Hatch,

Nikhil, & Gulamhuseinwala, 2015). Going forward the industry expects a compound

annual growth rate of 48.2% between 2016-2024 (Bajpai, 2016). The American platform

LendingClub itself, has issued loans for a total value of $41.6 billion by February 2019

facing a 82.9% growth rate since 2012 (Lending Club Statistics, 2019). The industry’s

quick growth shows that P2P-lending is a service with a growing demand.

P2P-lending, also known as person-to-person lending, is an emerging asset class for in-

vestors. Through online platforms P2P-lending allows individuals to directly lend and

borrow from each other without a traditional financial intermediary (Guo, Zhou, Luo,

Liu, & Xiong, 2016). These online operations provide cheaper and faster lending services
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than traditional financial institutions. This competitive advantage benefits both borrow-

ers and lenders. The borrowers are able to get uncollateralized loans and pay a lower

rate on P2P-lending platforms (Emekter, Tu, Jirasakuldech, & Lu, 2015). These loans

are often used to finance smaller financial expenses such as existing credit card debts,

education, and weddings (Lending Club Statistics, 2019). At the same time, the platforms

provide lenders with the opportunity to earn higher rates of return compared to other

credit assets such as corporate bonds, government bonds or certificate of deposits (CDs)

(Emekter et al., 2015). Since the lender invests money in loans to borrowers, we will use

lenders and investors interchangeable when referring to the P2P-lending market.

As a relatively new asset class with an impressive growth rate over the years, there are

reasons to raise questions about its future. Will investors and borrowers continue to be

drawn to P2P-lending? Are there more risks related to investing in P2P-lending than

investors are aware of? The literature around P2P-lending has developed throughout the

years, and many of these questions are raised. However, researches stress the need for

further knowledge in several areas, including investor preferences, new regulations and

the spillover effects of a recovering financial system (Moenninghoff & Wieandt, 2013; Wei

& Lin, 2017).

The impressive growth of the P2P-lending market shows that investors view the market

as an appealing asset class. The P2P-lending market is known to provide investors

with high fixed returns. Despite thorough research, few seem to have analyzed whether

these high interest rates justify the investors appeal for P2P-lending. According to the

financial theorist William Sharpe, investors should evaluate their investment alternatives

by their risk-adjusted return (Sharpe, 1966). Further theories express that high risk

investments must compensate investors with higher returns (Arrow, 1971). The young

age of P2P-lending and the gap in the literature around its performance, leave plenty of

room to analyze the characteristic of its risk-return relationship. Particularly, whether

investors are rationally investing in P2P-lending because of the high interest rate or if

the underlying risks are driving the high interest rates. Therefore, in order to analyze

the future appeal of the asset class it necessary to have a clear understanding of the risks

of P2P-lending and the characteristics of its investors.
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An important thing to notice when evaluating the future P2P-lending markets and its

investment opportunities, is that most P2P-lending platforms have not been stress tested

through the economic cycle (Tikam, 2019). By investing in P2P-loans investors choose

the interest rate on their investment and contingent on no defaults, enjoy a fixed return.

If however, P2P-lending proves to be vulnerable during downtime, the landscape could

change drastically. During a recession, economies face higher unemployment and the in-

come level typically falls (Jenkins, Brandolini, Micklewright, & Nolan, 2012). As a result,

individuals have less liquidity and have greater difficulty meeting their debt obligations.

Hence, future macroeconomic conditions may affect the default rate among borrowers

and thus reduce the investor’s profitability.

Following the discussion on P2P-lending’s risk and returns, a subsequent thought is how

P2P-lending compares to investments in other asset classes. The rapid growth suggests

that P2P-lending is an equivalent or better investment than other traditional asset classes.

Thus, in order to make inference about P2P-lending’s future relevance, and applicability

as an investment alternative, one must compare the risks and returns of P2P-lending to

other asset classes.

The rapidly changing global economy is another reason to further research P2P-lending.

Traditional financial institutions are stabilizing, and interest rates are rising again, leading

to more appealing bank returns. Since investors bear the entire credit risk in P2P-lending,

investors are likely to go back to more tried and tested situations with banks (Guillot,

2016). Furthermore, this movement is anticipated because of the risk-averse nature of

most investors (Ackert & Deaves, 2010). Moreover, there is uncertainty regarding the

position banks will take in the future. They may either try to compete with P2P-lending

and their technology or enter partnerships with them.

A popular claim in the Western world is that regulations allowed the P2P-lending busi-

ness model and concept to take place (Adriana & Dhewantoa, 2018). Not only because

of the restricting regulation on traditional institutions but also by the limited regulatory

framework on P2P-lending. As the market continues to grow in size so do the accompa-

nying risks (Verstein, 2011). In order to compensate for this increase in risk, the market

is in need of new regulations. The regulators will have the responsibility to stabilize the
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market order and maintain the investor’s interest (Adriana & Dhewantoa, 2018). How-

ever, these potential regulations will likely try to mitigate risks and can, therefore, have

drastic effects on the P2P-lending market. Recently China introduced tighter regulations

on their local P2P-lending market. Following these new regulations, the total number

of P2P-lending operators in China dropped by more than 50% after a wave of defaults

(A. Liu, 2019). The event in China shows that introducing new regulations can make the

asset class less appealing.

The issues addressed so far represent the many uncertainties associated with P2P-lending.

Intensive research on the P2P-lending market reveals a clear gap in the existing empirical

studies, as few have concentrated on the future of P2P-lending from the perspective of an

investor. Further, we emphasize that in order to understand the full picture of what drives

the expected returns of the market, it is fundamental to analyze the underlying risks of

P2P-lending. This analysis includes identifying the drivers of default with respect to the

loan characteristics and the effect of the macroeconomic conditions. Thus, in this paper,

we investigate how borrower characteristics, regulations, competition, and the economy’s

effect on the P2P-lending market can change an investors incentive to invest in this asset

class.

1.1 Research Question

Based on the above background and motivation, this thesis aims to get insights into

the future risks of the P2P-lending market. The ultimate goal is to assist investors in

making wise decisions about their future investments. The research question will act as

the core thought throughout this thesis, and guide the overall direction of our analysis.

Through the following research question, we will analyze the P2P-lending market to see

what factors determine the future attractiveness of P2P-lending in regards to both risk

and returns.

"Is P2P-lending a relevant asset class for investors?"
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1.2 Structure of the Paper

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. A literature review is provided in section

2. Next, a brief overview of the P2P-lending market and the platform LendingClub

is found in section 3. Further, section 4 covers our data collection, description and pre-

processing, as well as relevant conceptual definitions. Section 5 covers an exploratory data

analysis to provide the readers insight to our dataset. Section 6 presents a theoretical

framework to give a better understanding of the theories applied in our empirical study.

An outline of our methodology is presented in Section 7. The methodology is divided

into four parts. In Part I, we analyze the characteristics that determine loan default

on LendingClub’s platform. Further in Part II, we test whether the macroeconomic

condition, has any predictive power in explaining loan defaults. Part III, calculates the

expected return of LendingClub’s loans. Lastly, in Part IV we analyze the relationship

between LendingClub’s grades and credit ratings from other asset classes. Following our

methodology, we share our findings and empirical analysis in section 8. Next, section 9

presents a detailed outline of the future uncertainties of P2P-lending. Section 10 presents

a formal discussion of the future of P2P-lending as a relevant asset class for investors.

Lastly, section 11 includes the final conclusion on our work and areas for further research.

1.3 Delimitation

This thesis will focus on the largest P2P-lending platform, LendingClub. They have a

database with the borrower and loan characteristics for all loans issued between 2007 and

2019, which is our primary source of data. LendingClub offers their borrowers loans with

36 or 60-months maturities. Because there is a larger number of observations available for

loans with 36-months maturity so to avoid sample bias we delimit our analysis to these

loans. Further, LendingClub issues loans to both consumers and small businesses. For

our study, we focus exclusively on consumer loans. To avoid inconsistencies and sample

bias, we limit our analysis to include individual loans, as LendingClub has not issued a

significant enough amount of joint loans to conduct any inference.
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To ensure that we are consistent in our analysis, we continue to focus on the American

investor when evaluating alternative asset classes. For cohesion, we focus on investment

assets in the credit market, specifically government bonds, corporate bonds and certificate

of deposits (CDs). The 3-Year Treasury bond is used to represent the government bond

class. An index representing each grade serves as our corporate bonds. We also consider

investing in traditional banking institutions as an asset alternative. For simplicity, we

look at the rate on CDs.
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2 Literature Review

Our literature review begins by providing an overview of the existing research on P2P-

lending. Besides presenting a summary of these findings, we present relevant literature

on traditional asset classes. Including literature on other credit assets allows the reader

to understand where the existing literature of P2P-lending fits into the greater context

of financial theories and literature.

2.1 Literature on the Peer-to-Peer Lending Market

2.1.1 The Emergence of Online P2P-Lending

The early research on P2P-lending focused on investigating the economic incentives and

conditions that allowed peer group lending to emerge as a concept. Peer group lending

first emerged in the local communities of underdeveloped countries. The idea of peer

group lending in local communities attracted the first research in this area and later

expanded to the rest of the world. Conlin (1999) developed a model to explain the

existence of peer group micro-lending programs in the U.S. and Canada. His findings

showed that the goal in Canada and the U.S. was to increase entrepreneurship and self-

employment. Through these programs, entrepreneurs who were considered too risky by

the bank were able to receive funding. Furthermore, Humle (2006) studied how P2P-

lending reemerged in the UK by looking at the P2P-lending company, Zopa. They find

that P2P-lending is in the process of creating new ways of using and interacting with

financial services. Moreover, they suggest that the emergence of P2P-lending is a direct

response to social trends and the demand for new forms of relationships in the financial

sector.

2.1.2 Asymmetric Information

Much like in the markets for other asset classes, there has been a significant amount of

research on the presence of asymmetric information in the P2P-lending market. Research

from traditional markets shows that in the presence of asymmetric information, investors

cannot always distinguish between high-risk investments and low-risk investments (Jaffee

& Russell, 1976). E. Lee and Lee (2012) claim that the problem of asymmetric informa-

tion between the lender and the borrower is more severe in P2P-lending markets than in
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traditional markets. Klafft (2008) supports this claim by suggesting that since individual

lenders in P2P-lending markets lack financial expertise and since the lending experience

takes place in a pseudonymous online environment, lenders face a larger information

disadvantage than in traditional lending markets. The consequences of asymmetric in-

formation between borrowers and lenders create market inefficiencies (Jaffee & Russell,

1976). Reducing information asymmetries would lead to an easing of lending standards

and an increase in the volume of loans (Dell’Ariccia & Marquez, 2006; Kaminsky & Rein-

hart, 1999). Further, the presence of asymmetric information can lead to enhanced costs

and deficient loan contracts (Bianco, Jappelli, & Pagano, 2005; Christie, 2013).

In addition to the literature on the presence of the asymmetric information, a fair amount

of work tries to explain how information asymmetries can be mitigated (Chen & Han,

2012; Iyer, Khwaja, Luttmer, & Shue, 2009; Serrano-Cinca, Gutiérrez-Nieto, & López-

Palacios, 2015; Yan, Yu, & Zhao, 2015). As a new asset class, Freedman and Jin (2008)

explained how the first P2P-lenders lacked experience in evaluating the market’s risks

and drastically underestimated the borrower’s risk. By examining ex-post performance

data from Prosper, they found that lenders learn to shy away from risk over time. They

emphasized that learning by doing plays an important role in addressing the asymmetric

information problem. Chen and Han (2012) and Serrano-Cinca et al. (2015) both focus

on how platforms provide lenders with information about borrowers and their loan pur-

poses in order to mitigate these problems. Both articles explain how this information can

either come from the risk grades given by the platform, or through credit scores provided

by external third parties. Adams, Einav, and Levin (2009) and Weiss, Pelger, and Horsch

(2010) examine how information asymmetries can be mitigated through screening. They

found that within Prosper’s platform, screening potential borrowers can mitigate adverse

selection. Further, they found that key financial characteristics ("hard data") is a partic-

ularly significant instrument in mitigating adverse selection. Iyer et al. (2009) examine

the screening ability of lenders in P2P-lending markets in contrasts to the process of tra-

ditional lending markets. The authors find that in addition to using standard financial

information, P2P-lending companies use non-standard "soft" information in their screen-

ing process. This soft information is especially beneficial for low credit borrowers as it

mitigates asymmetric information and increases their chances of receiving a loan. This
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soft data can be pictures, text descriptions and other information the borrowers volun-

tarily provide. Building further on this, Yan et al. (2015) investigates how signaling and

search cost are reduced by using big data analytics for credit risk management. They

find that big data analytics enables P2P-lending platforms to analyze more dynamic data

points when evaluating credit risk. This data utilization improves the quality of the data

and as a result, reduces information asymmetries through a more precise analysis.

2.1.3 P2P-Lending Benefits

Several studies have analyzed the hypothesis that P2P-lending benefits both the lender

and the borrower (Klafft, 2008; E. Lee & Lee, 2012; Slavin, 2007). One benefit of the

P2P-lending markets is the elimination of expensive third-party intermediaries. This

elimination allows P2P-lending markets to have lower transaction costs compared to

traditional lending markets (E. Lee & Lee, 2012). Slavin (2007)’s work provided an early

insight into the benefits of using Prosper as a platform for lending and borrowing. He

concluded that a major benefit is that P2P-loans generate higher returns for investors

and are cheaper for the borrower. He also found that both parties favored the loan

application, claiming the process to be fair as it is visible for all parties.

Luo, Xiong, Zhou, Guo, and Deng (2011)’s work shows that eliminating the financial

institution benefits the investor. Research of traditional financial markets highlights

capital structure as an indicator of a institutions financial position (Frank & Goyal,

2007). Thus, by eliminating the firm, the value of an investment will not be influenced

by changes in the capital structure. Further, in traditional financial institutions, the

determinants of lending may be affected by their managers own incentives. Since loans

with higher risks give higher rates of returns and managers are often evaluated based on

the institution’s performance, the manager may have an incentive to take on more risk

than optimal (Jensen & Meckling, 2012). An institution’s risk-management standards

may, therefore, be affected by the management’s decision to take riskier loan positions in

order to maximize the firm’s value and their own compensation (K. J. Murphy, 2013).
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2.1.4 Determinants of Lending

As a new asset class, it is necessary to understand what determines the lending decisions

of P2P-lending investors. Once we have understood these determinants, we can proceed

to evaluate the future of this alternative asset class. Traditional studies show that risk

and return are two critical factors influencing investment decisions (Fama & Macbeth,

1973). Klafft (2008) found that in order to remain operating, P2P-lending platforms

depend on rational, risk-neutral and profit-oriented investors.

When a market is not efficient, such as a P2P-lending market suffering from problems

like information asymmetry, trust is found to an important determinant in loan funding

(D. Liu, Lu, & Brass, 2015). Pavlou (2003) finds that trust enables lenders to overcome

the uncertainties involved in loan transactions. Further, Chen, Lai, and Lin (2014) and

Duarte, Siegel, and Young (2012) found trust between the borrowers and the investors

to be a significant factor affecting the investors lending decisions. In particular, research

found that characteristics such as the credit score of borrowers, default rates, and inter-

est rates increase the trustworthiness of the borrower and thus, increase the number of

loans funded (Bachmann et al., 2011; Chen & Han, 2012). Meng (2016) examined the

determinants of lending decisions for Chinese P2P-lenders. Besides the factors found in

previous studies, he found three additional factors to have a strong impact on a lenders

decision. First, safety protection and service quality provided by the platform revealed

positive impacts on the lender’s willingness to fund loans. Moreover, Meng (2016) also

finds that low transaction fees influence the lender’s decision making.

When deciding whether or not to grant a borrower with a loan, a financial institution will

evaluate the applicant’s financial strength in regards to their existing portfolio. Wilson

(1998) provides empirical evidence on how banks diversify their loans to reduce risk.

The same result has been found for individual investors (Guo et al., 2016). Möllenkamp

(2017) finds that alike traditional markets, P2P-lenders are risk averse and will try to

minimize their investment risk by decreasing the overall default risk and only invest in the

most attractive loans. Luo et al. (2011) looks at the loans as the investees (i.e., stocks,

bonds, etc.) in the P2P-lending market and tries to enhance their investment decisions

by looking into the characteristics of the investee which can be quantified by statistics.
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They created an investment decision model that identifies the best loans and match it

with the investor’s risk profile to improve their investment decisions.

2.1.5 Herding Behavior

Authors in the field of behavioral economics have studied the presence of herding behavior

in P2P-lending markets (Herzenstein, Dholakia, & Andrews, 2010; Krumme & Herrero,

2009; E. Lee & Lee, 2012). Banerjee (1992) first connected the psychological theory of

herding behavior to financial markets by modeling an individual’s investment decision

with the actions of previous investors. Later work has empirically tested his theory and

detected herding behavior in financial market investors (Graham, 1999). Bikhchandani

and Sharma (2000) found that in financial markets with imperfect information the infor-

mation disadvantaged investors tend to herd.

In the framework of P2P-lending, herding behavior bias is defined as the tendency to

invest in partially funded loans while ignoring more attractive unfunded alternatives

(Dholakia & Soltysinski, 2001). Herzenstein et al. (2010) conducted an empirical study

on P2P-lending and demonstrated that strategic herding behaviors exist. The authors

argue that using strategic herding behavior is advantageous for lenders but only until

full funding is reached. Lux (1995) formulates how herding behavior leads to equilib-

rium prices above their intrinsic value. His paper concludes that once returns stagnate,

investors leave the market, causing the price bubble to burst and the market to crash.

Further, Ngene, Sohn, and Hassan (2017) found that herding behaviors lead to structural

breaks in financial markets. Others have empirically studied the role of herding behavior

in financial crises and found herding to be a significant factor in predicting market crashes

(Kim & Nofsinger, 2007; Singh, 2013).

2.1.6 Credit Ratings and Credit Scores

Credit scores are a widely used information source that investors examine before deciding

on their investments. The qualities of traditional asset classes are assessed and scored to

express their riskiness. Mester (1997) found that credit-scoring system allows the banks

to categorize their loan applications in a greater range of creditworthiness and more

efficiently than human judgment can. Research on both the traditional asset markets and
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the P2P-lending market find that those with better credit scores receive lower interest

rates than those with worse credit scores (Freedman & Jin, 2008; Schwendiman & Pinches,

1975). Empirical evidence also shows that it is easier for institutions, individuals, and

firms to receive funding when they have better credit scores. This is found in traditional

markets (Jaffee & Russell, 1976), as well as in P2P-lending markets (Freedman & Jin,

2008; Y. Zhang, Li, Hai, Li, & Li, 2017).

2.1.7 Investment Risk

Investment risk is extensively covered within psychological, economic and financial litera-

ture. One class of literature focuses on risk strategies and how to minimize risk exposure.

Olsen (1997)’s study shows that investment risk appears to be comprised into four; the

potential for a large loss, the potential for below-target return, the feeling of control, and

the perceived level of knowledge. In the context of lending, the potential for a large loss is

the most prominent risk for an investor. Early methods measured an individual investors

risk by variance, skewness and other return distributions (Alderfer & Bierman, 1970;

Cooley, 1977). Later, methods use the concept of utility and motivate that a rational in-

vestor maximizes their expected utility when making an investment decision (Pennacchi,

2007). An investor’s expected utility is calculated by evaluating their expected return ac-

counting for the probability of a loss (Ackert & Deaves, 2010). Sharpe (1966) introduced

the concept of risk-adjusted return to evaluate the performance of an investment.

P2P-lending involves almost all major risk types such as credit risk, liquidity risk and

market risk (Moenninghoff &Wieandt, 2013). Although P2P-lending platforms offer tools

such as credit grades and borrower characteristics to help mitigate risk, the investors

are solely exposed to the default risk of their investments (Moenninghoff & Wieandt,

2013). Several papers have calculated the determinants of default within P2P-lending

platforms (Emekter et al., 2015; Serrano-Cinca et al., 2015; Tao, Dong, & Lin, 2017). In

their work, Serrano-Cinca et al. (2015) examine the relationship between the grade, the

interest rate, and the default rate. The authors found that loan purpose, annual income,

current housing situation, credit history, and indebtedness all influence the default rate.

Equivalently, Emekter et al. (2015) found that credit grade, debt-to-income ratio, FICO

score, and revolving line utilization play an important role in loan default. In the Chinese
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market, Tao et al. (2017) found that owning a car and income are highly significant

variables in predicting the likelihood of default. In addition, unlike other findings, they

found that the credit grade assigned to an individual is not a good representation of the

borrowers’ creditworthiness.

Emekter et al. (2015) examine the return efficiency of LendingClub. Using default rates,

they calculated the theoretical return a lender should receive for the risk they hold.

Further, they compared these theoretical returns with the actual interest rate charged by

LendingClub. They find that the likelihood of loan default increases with the credit risk

of the borrowers. Moreover, they find the interest rates charged on high-risk borrowers are

not enough to compensate for the higher probability of the loan defaulting. Golubnicijs

(2012) performs an empirical risk analysis of the P2P-lending platform, Prosper. He finds

P2P-lending to be an attractive investment alternative.

2.2 Literature From Other Asset Classes

After reading the literature available on P2P-lending, we found that there are several

areas of research available in the context of other asset classes that are not yet covered

within P2P-lending markets. We also reflect that findings from traditional markets have

been consistent with those from the P2P-lending market. This section of our literature

review will, therefore, cover financial literature that is not directly related to P2P-lending

but can generally be applied to credit assets.

2.2.1 Impacts of Macroeconomic Factors

Investment decisions are affected by both the current and the future macroeconomic

environment. Earlier research by B. S. Bernanke and Blinder (1992) analyzed a bank’s

lending activity during monetary policy shocks and found a negative relationship between

a bank’s lending activity and monetary contractions. Using these results as a basis for

further research, later literature showed that banks carrying poor loan qualities are more

sensitive to monetary shocks than better capitalized competitors (Peek & Rosengren,

1995). Rigobon and Sack (2004) explored the relationship between monetary policy and

asset price volatility. They found a negative relationship between short term interest

rates and asset prices.
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Another well-studied macroeconomic variable is the business cycle. Bikker and Haixia

(2002) shows how an economy in the downward slope of the business cycle is plagued by

higher risks associated with their loans, higher capital requirements and overall a smaller

supply of credit. Additionally, their paper studied investor returns and macroeconomic

shocks by empirically testing stock market volatilities with differences in macroeconomic

conditions, using GDP growth as a proxy variable. Others have studied bond returns

during the different stages of the business cycle (Cochrane & Piazzesi, 2005; Ielpo, 2012).

Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) studied the aftermath of financial crisis and found asset

prices as well as economic indicators to be suppressed in the succeeding years following

the crisis.

The causes of financial collapses and recessions is another frequently researched area.

Lettau and Ludvigson (2014) found empirical evidence that macroeconomic shocks char-

acterized both the 2000-2002 asset market crash and the 2007-2009 crash. During credit

market booms lending to the private sector increases rapidly. Gourinchas, Valdes, and

Landerretche (2001) empirically analyzed the relationship between lending booms and fi-

nancial crisis. They found that a lending boom does not significantly worsen the financial

situation of an economy. However, when comparing their results across the world, they

found that a financial crisis follows lending booms in Latin America. In short, there is

evidence in the literature that geographic location is significant variable in determining

the success of lending.

The literature on economic fluctuation from before the 2008 market crash gives little

weight to financial markets in determining fluctuations in the business cycle (Ibrahim &

Shah, 2012). In light of recent financial events, academic research has moved to recognize

the significant relationship between financial markets and financial crises. Cargill (2000)

studied the Japanese banking crisis of the early 1990s. His work shows how price bub-

bles, bad loans, and bank policies led Japan into a bank crisis and later a full financial

crisis. Other works on different markets and asset classes find similar results, conclud-

ing that macroeconomic variables are significant in determining the outcome of lending

(Athanassakos & Carayannopoulos, 2001).
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Another wave of literature focuses on how the macroeconomic environment can lead to

contagion risk. Connolly and Wang (2000) show how the likelihood of a shock and the

potential impact of that shock, lead to the risk of contagion within a system. Allen and

Gale (2000)’s paper proposed market structure as a determinant for contagion within the

financial systems. Others have looked at contagion between bank lenders as a result of

being hit by the same shocks from the economy (Ladley, 2013; Miller & Stiglitz, 1999).

Further, Cornell and Green (1991) studied the risk exposure on different bond classes and

found low-quality corporate bonds to have higher exposures to systemic risk than other

bond classes.

2.2.2 Impacts of Regulation

Research shows that the Fintech industry in western countries has been motivated pri-

marily due to trust issues in traditional financial institutions and because regulations

have created an unserved market (Adriana & Dhewantoa, 2018). Wang and Hua (2014),

explain that due to new risk exposures the entire P2P-lending market needs a reshuffling.

Sundararajan (2014) explains how P2P-business markets, in general, create new roles in

the financial market and are misaligned with existing guidelines. In their research, Moen-

ninghoff and Wieandt (2013) conclude that impending regulations will decide the future

of P2P-lending. J. Murphy and Davis (2016) express that in regards to traditional invest-

ment alternatives, P2P-lending markets do not have a fundamental distinction between

a market operator and a financial service provider. He claims that capital markets must

go through a complete restructuring to allow for separate regulations. In 2010, the U.S.

requested a study to evaluate the regulatory options for P2P-lending (Chaffee & Rapp,

2012). The attempt was to increase consumer protection and corporate responsibility.

Since 2015, the Chinese government has intensified its regulations on debt and financial

risk. Nemoto, Huang, and Storey (2019) found that the increased regulation caused a

wave of defaults in Chinese P2P-lending and a huge investor flight. Further, Adriana

and Dhewantoa (2018) determined that the investors’ inability to comply with the new

regulations caused lending to drop. Tao et al. (2017), on the other hand, found that

more regulations will cause the lending market to have less fraudulent behavior and bad

debtors.
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2.3 Our Contribution to Existing Papers

Concluding this section, the amount of literature on the phenomenon of P2P-lending and

its particular characteristics has developed throughout the years. However, research in

this field is still the an early stage characterized by a dominant presence of studies stem-

ming from a psychological-behavioral background rather than from a financial one. In

particular, most of the empirical studies have focused on determining the characteristics

of default (Serrano-Cinca et al., 2015) or determining the characteristics of successfully

receiving a loan (Bachmann et al., 2011; Meng, 2016). We observe a gap in the literature

when it comes to analyzing the future of P2P-lending from the perspective of an investor.

In relation to the presented literature Moenninghoff and Wieandt (2013) and Golubnicijs

(2012) papers are closest connected to ours.

Moenninghoff and Wieandt (2013) conducted a study on the future of P2P-finance and

emphasized the role of risk in the market. Their work focused on P2P-financing as a

broad concept and did not limit their studies to an investors perspective or P2P-lending

in general. Their paper looked largely at the stability of P2P-businesses and the threat

of regulation. In contrast, they did not empirically compare their findings to other asset

classes or their future risks and returns.

Golubnicijs (2012) compares investing in the P2P-lending market to investing in the stock

market. He specifies a model for predicting default rate and finds an investor’s expected

return for both asset classes. Building on the same basis as his paper, our work differences

from his in several ways. First, we will use logistic regression to determine default on

the P2P-lending platform. Second, we will introduce macroeconomic factors to explore

whether existing models are biased due to omitted variables. From what our research

shows, we are the first to empirically study and analyze the macroeconomy’s effect on the

attractiveness of P2P-lending. Our presentation of the literature shows that these effects

have previously been studied on other asset classes and found to be significant. Third,

we consider other factors such as regulation, in our evaluation of P2P-lending as an asset

class. Again, past literature has inspired this inclusion. Past events around the world

have shown how introducing regulation can alter an asset market’s characteristics. We

have presented literature with these findings both within the P2P-lending market and
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in other markets (Chaffee & Rapp, 2012). Also, we found that early literature on the

P2P-lending expresses concern for future regulations (Moenninghoff & Wieandt, 2013;

Verstein, 2011). Since these were published, regulations have emerged around the world.

Reflecting on these new regulations, we found there is a gap in the literature, as no one

has gone back to reevaluate the effects of regulation. Our paper will attempt to fill these

gaps. Fourth, we do not compare P2P-lending to the equity market but rather to other

credit markets.
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3 LendingClub and the P2P-Lending Market

LendingClub was founded in San Francisco, California in 2006, a few years after the first

online P2P-lending platform, Zopa emerged. In 2015, LendingClub became the worlds

largest P2P-lending platform and has remained the largest since (Nowak, Ross, & Yencha,

2018). Their loan amounts range from $1,000 to $40,000 and as of February 2019, they

have funded $41.6 billion in total loans 1. Figure 1 shows the amount of total issued

loans by LendingClub and illustrates the massive growth the platform has had since its

establishment.

Figure 1: Total Loans Issued On LendingClub

Originally LendingClub only issued 36-months loans, but in 2010 they expanded and

issued 60-month loans as well. LendingClub allows borrowers to repay their loans early

without additional costs. In December 2014, LendingClub was the first P2P-lending plat-

form to go public. Their Initial Price Offering (IPO) was priced at $15 per share, giving

the company a total value of $5.4 billion (Reuters, 2014). Unlike other platforms, such

as Prosper, LendingClub offers joint-loans were borrowers can apply for loans together.

When setting interest rates on loans LendingClub operate with a base rate of 5.05%. To

find the interest rates offered to individual borrowers, risk adjusted rates are added to

the base rate. These adjustment rates are based on the borrower’s credit grade and are

created to cover expected losses. LendingClub rank their loan applications on a grading

system that ranges from A to G, where A represents the highest quality borrowers. Each
1All information in this section is taken from LendingClub’s website (LendingClub, 2019), unless

otherwise stated
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of these lettered loan grades are divided into five sub-grades. Thus, in total there are 35

sub-grades to express the credit risk of a borrower.

Figure 2: Growth Rate of Issued Loans by Grade

Figure 2 shows the growth rate of the total loans issued in each grade by LendingClub

since their establishment. From this figure, it is clear that the issuance of grade A

loans has been relatively steady. The less creditworthy grades, on the other, hand have

fluctuated considerably.

3.1 The Rise of P2P-Lending in The U.S.

Young innovative firms like LendingClub play a key role in modern knowledge-based

economies because of their radical innovations (Block, Colombo, Cumming, & Vismara,

2018). The landscape of entrepreneurial finance has changed over the last decade es-

pecially in the aftermath of the financial crises. The following section will describe the

underlying factors explaining the emergence of P2P-lending in the U.S. Specifically, we

will distinguish between economy-related factors, regulatory factors, technology factors,

and disintermediation.
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Before the financial crises, the banks were close to a monopolist in lending to businesses

and individuals. As outlined in the literature, after the financial crises the regulation of

financial institutions intensified with a strong focus on the banks (Freedman & Jin, 2008).

During the crisis, The Basel Committee strengthened the Basel II capital framework, and

in 2010 they issued the Basel III framework. These enhancements were a part of the effort

to strengthen the regulation and supervision of internationally active banks and included

stricter requirements for the minimum capital that a bank has to hold (BIS, 2018).

Thus, to comply with these new regulations, the banks were required to tighten their

lending activities. These regulations created the funding gap P2P-lending companies like

LendingClub took advantage of.

In addition, the financial and subsequent economic crises drove the central bank’s interest

rate to a historic low. The low interest rates made investments in government and

corporate bond less attractive and led investors to seek other investment opportunities

(Block et al., 2018). With the stock market being in a downturn, investors started to shy

away from the volatile stock market and saw P2P-lending platform as a better investment

opportunity (Barry, 2018). This increased the chances for innovative, high-risk ventures

to receive capital.

Regulation is also seen as a reason for the emergence of the P2P-lending market. P2P-

lending became attractive because they operate outside the scope of strict financial reg-

ulation arising after the financial crisis (Cumming & Schwienbacher, 2018). Thus P2P-

lending platforms could legally serve the market that banks could not.

Moreover, new technologies have been central to the emergence of alternative financing

firms, including P2P-lending. These market platforms would not be available without

the new information and communication technologies such as the internet and the new

ways of utilizing data. Big data and advanced analytic provided new ways to assess

risk and treat financial information. Cloud infrastructure removes the need for hardware

procurement, infrastructure engineers or data center, allowing companies to scale up and

down without legacy costs. The vast amount of hard and soft data available makes it

easier to verify the reputation and the trustworthiness of any individual reducing the

verification cost (Goldfarb & Tucker, 2017). Technology also allows platforms to make
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faster financing decisions, engage more proactively with customers and run the operations

at low cost-to-income ratios (Tikam, 2019).

The growth of the internet and financial innovation provided the ability to countervail the

problems of traditional institutions. Financial intermediaries are meant to reduce infor-

mation problems and help demand and supply for capital. However, their activities are

costly creating sub-optimal solutions (Block et al., 2018). Innovations like P2P-lending

platforms by-pass intermediaries so that investors and borrowers meet directly. Their

online platform creates new opportunities for entrepreneurs and more risky consumers to

raise capital and non-professional investors disintermediate their investment.

3.2 LendingClub

3.2.1 Business Model

LendingClub1 operates as an unsecured loan issuance mechanism. They use technologies

and algorithms to match lenders and borrowers. In their Form S-1 (Registration State-

ment) filing to the SEC, they outlined the key elements of their technologies. They ranged

from highly automated processes, scalable infrastructures, proprietary fraud detection,

data integrity and security, and application programming interface.

Figure 3: LendingClub’s Business model

Figure 3 illustrates LendingClub’s business model. Their loan issuance process can be

summarized into six steps.
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First, a borrower opens an account on LendingClub’s platform. In this process, they are

required to provide personal information and loan characteristics such as loan purpose,

loan amount and annual income.

Second, LendingClub performs a background check, by verifying the information the

loan applicant provides. Further, they perform a credit check to obtain information such

as their FICO score from Fair Isaac Corporation. During this stage, the platform uses

propriety risk algorithms that analyze the applicant’s data. This data includes behav-

ior data, transaction data, and employment information. Lenders may also be asked to

provide additional documentation that helps identify them and their risks. Automated

technologies will then perform a credit assessment on the applicant and determine the

interest rate on their loans.

Third, if the applicant satisfies certain criteria, LendingClub will provide various loan

offers. These loans will differ in loan terms, such as loan amount and interest rates. The

borrower will then choose whether to accept one of the loans offered.

Fourth, LendingClub will add the accepted loan to a loan listing within their database.

Investors can look through these listings and choose loans to invest in. These listings

include the interest rate, loan term and borrower characteristics. Investors can invest in

loans with minimum $25 dollar increments. If a loan receives full funding from investors,

LendingClub’s partner bank will issue the loan (Sethi, 2016).

Fifth, a few days later LendingClub will purchase the loan from the bank. Once they

have purchased the loan, they hold the obligation of the loan contract.

In the sixth step, LendingClub distributes notes to each investor. These notes are un-

secured notes and reflect the share of the loan that the investor funded (Nowak et al.,

2018). After the final step of LendingClub’s business model, the investors become the

creditors, and hold all the credit risk. The borrowers make payments on their loans which

are then transferred from LendingClub to note holders (Sethi, 2016).

The above business model illustrates how LendingClub’s operations allow them to re-

main as a facilitator of loans without holding the credit risks that traditional institutions

hold. P2P-lending companies have lower transaction costs than conventional financial

institutions since they have a simpler business model. In particular, they do not capture

deposits, are not under strict banking regulations and do not maintain idle balances.
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Their role is to connect borrowers with lenders (Serrano-Cinca et al., 2015). In addi-

tion, LendingClub benefits from lower capital requirements than traditional institutions

because they are not exposed to credit risk (Nash & Beardsley, 2015).

LendingClub’s net revenue was $500.8 million in 2016, $574.5 million in 2017 and $694.8

million in 2018, showing impressive growth rates in recent years1. The platform is able to

make money by charging both the lender and the borrower a fee for facilitating realized

transactions (Galloway, 2009). They also receive transaction fees from evaluating and

accepting applications for their bank partner to enable loan originations. Other sources

of income are gains on sales of loans, interest income earned and fair value gains invested

in by LendingClub. However, the transaction fees charged to borrowers and investors are

still their greatest source of income. For the 2018 fiscal year, these fees represented 75%

of their net revenue. According to their financial statements, the amount they charge

in transaction fees is calculated based on the terms and characteristics of the loan. The

fees range from 0% to 6% of the face value of the loan. LendingClub’s primary expenses

are sales and marketing (33%), other general and administrative expenses (28%) and

engineering and product development (19%).

Although LendingClub’s business model allows them to remain free of credit risk, it

does not mean that they are entirely free of risk. In order to remain profitable, they

are dependant on investors and their liquidity. LendingClub operates with a secondary

market called The Note Trading Platform. Even though the platform is designed to

provide investors with the chance to liquidate themselves, there is no guarantee that

the notes will sell. Moreover, these notes are viewed as highly risky since only limited

information is available in the secondary market. Thus, LendingClub is greatly exposed

to liquidity risk because investors can stop funding loans at any time.

3.2.2 Competitive Environment

LendingClub’s competitive environment consists of other online lending platforms as

well as traditional financial institutions. Since LendingClub only operates for American

customers, their competitors are institutions providing loans to the American customer

base. Their closest competitor is the P2P-lending platform, Prosper. Because their loan
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terms are so consistent with each other, the two platforms compete on a rate basis. Other

P2P-lending platforms have also emerged in the U.S. over the years. Among these are

SoFi and Upstart (White, 2017). SoFi offers lower interest rates and higher loan amounts

than LendingClub. For these reasons, SoFi might appeal to higher quality borrowers.

Upstart, on the other hand, has a higher minimum rate than LendingClub and a higher

maximum rate (White, 2017). This might appeal to higher risk borrowers. LendingClub

state that they aim to provide loans to the highest quality applicants (Nowak et al., 2018).

Although they operate on completely different business models, banks and other lending

institutions cannot be excluded from the list of competitors. LendingClub together with

the other P2P-lending platforms have grown rapidly over the last years, but still, only

account for 37% of unsecured personal loans in the American credit market (Levitt, 2018).

LeadingClub leads the online P2P-lending market and is currently able to provide a dif-

ferentiated lending experience compared to traditional institutions. LendingClub can

provide funding for a wider customer class and still entice investors. Their large size

and early start created economies of scale in comparison to other P2P-lending platforms.

Further, because P2P-lending platforms are not required to hold the same amount of

capital as banks, they are less restrained in their ability to give out loans. They are also

not restrained by any loan portfolio regulations to determine the extent to which they

can issue loans of different characteristics. Since loan providers are competing in the

interest rates they provide their customers, being able to keep their costs down is vital

and will determine who will prosper in the coming years. Banks and other financial insti-

tutions also have in recent years, heavily invested in technologies allowing their services

and products to align further with the rising P2P-lending platforms. Industry experts

have claimed banks and P2P-lending platforms will not substitute each other but rather

complement each other and establish business models that work together (Tang, 2018).

3.2.3 Market Participants

P2P-lending is a two-sided market where lenders and borrowers are the main target

groups of all platform activity.
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Borrowers

LendingClub1 has two types of borrowers divided into personal loans and business loans.

Business loans regard small businesses up to $300,000 in funding. This paper will focus

on personal loans. LendingClub defines personal loans as money borrowed in a lump sum,

at a fixed rated and repaid in installments over the life of the loan. LendingClub has set

restrictions about what borrowers cannot use a personal loan for, including investments,

gambling, or anything illegal.

Lenders

For lenders, P2P-lending platforms can be seen as an investment class, where the invest-

ment risk is coupled to the credit rating of the funded loans (Bachmann et al., 2011).

LendingClub divides their investors into two different segments, individual investors and

institutional. Each segment follows their different requirements. Individual investors

must be U.S. residents above the age of 18, with a social security number and a valid

identity card. Unfortunately, not all states allow investors to participate in P2P-lending.

Therefore, in order to invest, the investor has to reside in a state which approves investing

in LendingClub. When opening an account in LendingClub, there is a requested initial

deposit of at least $1,000 as well as some additional financial requirements depending on

the state. Since LendingClub operates with a series of unsecured notes, investors have

the opportunity to diversify their portfolio and earn competitive returns on consumer

credit. This type of diversification has previously only been available to banks and other

large institutions.
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4 Data

Our motivation and relation to existing literature have now been outlined. We have also

provided a detailed overview of the P2P-lending market and in particular our company

of choice LendingClub. We will now move into our analysis. For our empirical study, we

have compiled a dataset of loan characteristics and macroeconomic variables. In addition,

we have collected performance data from corporate bonds, government bonds, and CDs.

This section presents our data collection, pre-processing and limitations.

4.1 Loan Data

4.1.1 Dataset Description and Collection

We collect our loan data from the P2P-lending platform LendingClub. In order to provide

investors with a fully transparent view of LendingClub’s loan portfolios and their per-

formances, their data is publicly available for download on their webpage. LendingClub

is the industries largest platform and also have the largest database. Our proprietary

data was downloaded in February 2019. The raw dataset contained 2,260,681 loans from

2007 to 2019. Our loan data can be sub-categorized into loan characteristic and socio-

economic data. The loan characteristic data provides information on variables such as

loan amount, interest rates and total payment amount. The socio-economic data, on the

other hand, provides information on the borrower’s characteristics such as employment,

zip code and housing.

4.1.2 Data Pre-Processing

To ensure consistency in our analysis, we discard the 60-months loans from our dataset.

Keeping the 36-month loans over the 60-months loans allows us to maximize our observa-

tions, since 60-months loans were only first issued in 2010. Additionally, loans from 2007

are excluded because they contain different borrower information than in the subsequent

years. Further, loans that have not yet reached maturity are irrelevant for our study and

thus, are excluded. In other words, we omit all loans issued after February 2016 since

they do not mature before February 2019. In a further analysis of the raw data, we found

a large amount of the loans issued in February 2016 to still be current, due to late pay-

ments. For consistency we, therefore, omit all 2016 loans. Our final dataset contains the
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36-month loans issued between 2008 and 2015. The total number of loan observation in

our dataset is 615,826. A summary table of the numerical data is presented in Appendix

(A1.1).

In order to perform our analysis, we prepare the data with a thorough data cleaning

process. First, we check our dataset for missing variables. In particularly we find a

significant amount of missing observations in the following variables; months since last

delinquency, revolving line utilization rate and title. To deal with these blanks loan

observations with incomplete information are removed from our dataset. Removing these

missing variables ensures that the variance is not impaired and does not compromise our

dataset since the total observations deleted is small in relation to the size of the dataset.

The same argument leads us to keep the missing variables for length of employment, as

the number of missing observations is much larger and deleting them would lead to a

large loss of information. Instead, we use coarse classification to bin the observations into

groups where we place all the "n/a’s" in their own bin called "missing".

Next, we evaluate our variables in order to determine whether to include them in our

analysis. The original dataset consisted of 151 variables. However, many of them are not

relevant for our analysis such as member id, trade accounts and number of trades. Keeping

the aim of this study in mind, variables containing information not known at the time

of the investment are removed. Subsequently, we find loan description to be incomplete

and to provide similar information as purpose, and thus, is eliminated. Moreover, we

check the number of unique values for each variable to analyze their information power

and uniqueness. Variables such as zip code and address state have too many unique

observations to include as dummies and are therefore eliminated. The variable policy code

is removed as it consisted of only one observation and therefore provides no informative

power.

To get better use of the loan information provided by LendingClub we create a new

variable, length of credit history. This variable is calculated by subtracting earliest credit

line from issue date. The variable home ownership originally consists of the six factors;

mortgage, rent, own, other, any and none. The three later are undefined by LendingClub

and therefore hard to use in our analysis. Therefore, they are removed from our dataset.
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4.2 Macroeconomic Data

4.2.1 Dataset Description and Collection

We have collect our macroeconomic data directly from the Organisation for Economic

Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) database (OECD, 2019). The OECD is a large

international organization and seen as a reliable source of data. We chose a quarterly

frequency in the same time period as our loan data, 2008-2015. These variables are

then added to our existing dataset. We incorporated the macroeconomic data to our

existing loan data by matching the issue date of loans to the corresponding quarterly

macroeconomic variables. Since LendingClub only issued loans to residents of the U.S.,

we limited our macroeconomic variables to reflect the U.S. economy. The macroeconomic

data consist of the unemployment rate, GDP growth and the Consumer Price Index

(CPI).

Figure 4: Evolution of the U.S. Economy

Figure 4 shows the development of the unemployment rate, the GDP growth and the

CPI between 2008 and 2015. Out of the three variables, the unemployment rate has been

the least volatile. The unemployment rate started at 5.0% in 2008 Q1 and increased to

9.93% by 2009 Q4. Unemployment remained high for a few quarters before reverting

to a 5% level in the subsequent years. CPI, on the other hand, has been slightly more

volatile. It started at near 5% in 2008 Q1 and peaked at 5.3% in 2008 Q3. During

the financial crisis, the CPI quickly decreases to a low of -1.62% in 2009 Q3. Since

2010 and the recovery of the financial crisis, the quarterly CPI has fluctuated between

0% and 3.5%. Moreover, the GDP growth’s range has also been more volatile than the
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unemployment rate. However, compared to CPI, the variance of GDP growth fluctuations

is not as large. It went negative during the recession reaching its lowest point in 2008

Q4 at -2.16%. Subsequently, it peaked at 1.25% in 2014 Q1. The general trend since the

financial crisis has been a GDP growth between 0% and 1%.

4.2.2 Choice of Market Indicators

CPI, GDP growth and unemployment rate are common indicators used to measure

changes in the business cycle. As the creditworthiness of borrowers varies over the busi-

ness cycle, there is a reason to believe these factors will affect lending rates (B. Bernanke

& Gertler, 1995; Kiyotaki & Moore, 1997).

The CPI is used to represent the economy’s inflation rate at the time of the loan issue.

The inflation rate shows the rate at which the price for consumer goods and services rise.

The inflation rate from OECD is measured as an annual growth rate and expressed as

an index (OECD, 2019). Intuitively, when the price level in an economy increases, it

means consumers spend more money on buying essential goods and services. Further,

individuals might have less money to repay their debt (Sheheryar & Khan, 2015). Others

have shown how increases in inflation cause a larger spread between the rich and the

poor (Easterly & Fischer, 2006). The poor who tend to have lower credit scores will have

higher probabilities of default. Monetary economics shows that there is a robust negative

relationship between the inflation rate and the interest rate (Mishkin, 1992). Therefore,

by testing for the significance and the effect of the CPI on Loan Status we aim to provide

some intuition on the relationship between loan status and interest rate.

Economic theories highlight a significant relationship between the credit market and

the level of unemployment in the economy (Kaminsky & Reinhart, 1999; Sinkey &

Greenawalt, 1991). Gambera (2000) found that consumers are more likely to default

on their loans when there is higher unemployment. For this reason, we download the

quarterly unemployment rate for the U.S. for the years 2008-2015. Using the unemploy-

ment rate for our study allows us to determine whether these finding from traditional

credit markets apply to P2P-lending. Furthermore, the labor market is highly relevant,

given that we are analyzing uncollateralized consumer credit and loan payments depend

on earned income (Dietrich & Wernli, 2017).
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Lastly, we include GDP growth. GDP growth is a primary indicator of the performance

and strength of the economy. A strong economy is associated with higher income and

more consumption. Sheheryar and Khan (2015) found an inverse relationship between

loan defaults in the banking sector and GDP growth. Further, they outline that higher

GDP growth translates into higher incomes and strengthens the creditor’s position to

pay back loans. These findings suggest that a weaker economy leads to a higher rate of

default.

4.3 Dependent Variable

Loan status is our binary dependent variable. The first part of our methodology is to

determine which variables predict default. We use loan status as the indicator of whether

the loan has defaulted or not. In the dataset loan status is composed of eight statuses:

"Charged Off", "Fully Paid", "In Grace Period", "Late (31-120 days)", "Late (16-30 days)",

"Does not meet the credit policy. Status: Fully Paid" and "Does not meet the credit

policy. Status: Charged Off". LendingClub has provided investors with definitions and

guidance to understand the status of their loans. A "Charged Off" loan, is a loan where

the borrower has defaulted, and the loan will not be paid back in the full amount. A

"Current Loan" is a loan that has not reached its maturity, is delayed or is currently

being paid off. "In Grace Period", "Late (31-120 days)" and "Late (1-30 days)" are loans

delayed on their installments. "In Grace Period" means borrowers are less than 15 days

late on their payments, while the two other represent longer periods as indicated by the

numbers in parenthesis. We remove all "Late", "In Grace Period" and "Current Loans",

as we do not know the outcome of these loans, and whether or not they will be paid

back. For our analysis, we use Default and Non-Default to represent loan outcomes. We

categorize "Charged Off" and "Does not meet the credit policy. Status: Charged Off" as

our defaulted loan observations. For our analysis, we treat these outcomes as dummy

variables where defaulted loans are shown by binary outcome 1 and non-defaulted loans

by 0. In our dataset, 13.9% of loans have defaulted, meaning 86.1% are successfully paid

back. Figure 5 shows the percentage of defaulted and non-defaulted loans within each

grade.
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Figure 5: Distribution of Loans by Grading Scores and Loan Status

4.4 Other Asset Classes

To represent alternative credit investments, we download historical data on the returns

of corporate bonds, government bonds and CDs. This data is publicly available and was

downloaded directly from the Federal Reserve Bank of St.Louis database (Fred, 2019).

Corporate Bonds

Bank of America Merill Lynch has created bond indices that show the value of total

returns on corporate bonds for the different bond grades. Each index consists of all

debt securities within the respective credit rating. The index tracks the performance of

publicly issued corporate debt in the U.S. domestic market. All returns are U.S. dollar-

denominated. In total, seven indices are downloaded ranging from AAA to CCC. The

bond grades AAA, AA, A, and BBB, represent investment grade bonds. While grade

BB, B, and CCC show the performance of low-quality bonds or "Junk bonds". The CCC

index has aggregated all bond performances in the CCC-C ratings. The average monthly

performance from January 2008 to December 2015 is downloaded.
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Government Bond

The 3-Year Treasury yield curve is chosen as a representative investment for the govern-

ment bond asset class. The U.S. government issues bonds with various time to maturities.

For consistency in our analysis, the representative government bond is chosen to match

the maturity of loans in our dataset. The not-seasonal adjusted monthly yield is down-

loaded from the beginning of 2008 to the end of 2015. In order to calculate the Sharpe

ratios of the different asset classes, the 1-Month Treasury yield is used as a proxy for

the risk-free rate. The 1-Month Treasury is chosen as a proxy as it is the most liquid

Treasury bond and therefore often considered the best proxy for a risk-free asset (Kane,

Marcus, & Bodie, 2014). The average return on the 1-Month T-bill between 2008 and

2015 is 0.22%.

Certificate of Deposit’s

The last asset class that we look at are CDs. The OECD has created a data index

called the "Certificate of Deposit for the United States" as a part of their Main Economic

Indicators release. This index tracks the 90-day yields and rates for CD’s in the United

States. The yield is downloaded in March 2019, for the same period as our corporate and

government bonds.

Moody’s

The last source used in our comparison are reports provided by the credit rating agency

Moody’s. Although Standard and Poor have credit scored a larger amount of bonds,

we decide to use Moody’s as we find their information to be more clear and give better

insights into their credit rating methods. The data from Moody’s is collected in March

2019.

At the end of each year, Moody’s publishes a report presenting the statistics around

bond defaults. They publish them in two reports, one for sovereign bonds and one

for corporate bonds. In their Sovereign Default and Recovery Rates, 1983-2016 report,

Moody’s calculates the cumulative probability for a sovereign government to default on

their bonds (Y. Liu, Duggar, & Ou, 2017). We use this report to find the credit risk

measure on the U.S. 3-Year Treasury. In particular, we collect the 3-year cumulative

probability of default, the Loss Given Default (LGD), and the credit grade. For our
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analysis of corporate bonds, data was collected from Moody’s Corporate Default and

Recovery Rates, 1920-2015. This report provids us with a default rate, recovery rate and

the credit loss rate for each grade. These grades are represented using an index for each

grade of all U.S. corporate bonds.

Additionally, we used Moody’s Rating Scale and Definitions report. This report is used to

understand how they differentiate between the different risk grades and the methodologies

used to measure credit risks (Moody’s, 2016). For corporate bonds, analysts take the bond

issuers assets, liabilities, past ability to pay loans and other key financial numbers into

consideration when deciding on a credit rating. The recovery rate is the value creditors

realize at the resolution of a default event (Moody’s, 2016). They calculate the credit

loss rate as a function of the probability of default and LGD. Unfortunately, Moody’s

does not provide a recovery rate for each bond grade but only differentiate between

loans, senior bonds, and subordinated bonds. Moody’s senior bonds are equivalent to

AAA-BBB bonds, and the subordinates are equivalent to BBB-C rated bonds.

4.5 Dataset Limitations

Before moving into our analysis, it is important to highlight the limitations of our dataset.

First of all, the dataset only contains observations from the seven years between 2008

and 2015. This short period has several limitations. First of all, during these years the

American economy has only been through one recession. This limited exposure means we

do not have strong evidence on how P2P-loans perform during an economic downturn.

In fact, the American economy has been fairly stable during these years. Since 2009,

the United States’ annual GDP-growth has fluctuated with 50 basis points around 2%

(Figure 4). Further, the unemployment rate has steadily decreased without any major

fluctuations since the end of the recession in 2009. Additionally, because P2P-lending

companies arose in line with the recession, one cannot distinguish between the platform’s

performance as an emerging business and the recession’s effect on its performance. It is

therefore hard to determine whether P2P-lending follows credit market trends during a

recession.
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Another limitation is the imbalanced classification in our dependent variable. Classifi-

cation imbalance problems arise in machine learning methodologies, such as logit, when

the number of positive classifications is far greater than the number of negative classifi-

cations. Imbalanced data is a common limitation within loan classifications and credit

risk modeling. Historical data shows that in comparison to the numbers of successful

loans only a small amount of creditors default on their loans (Federal Reserve, 2019). In

the large dataset we collect only 13.9% percent of the loans defaulted. When there is

such a large imbalance in the dataset common modeling problems may arise. Machine

learning models might classify default loans as fully paid and vice versa. There are two

main reasons for this potential result. First, the model may not get optimized results

because the model does not get an adequate look at the minority class. Second, it can

create problems when creating test samples as obtaining a fair representation of both

classes can be difficult. Therefore, to ensure our analysis and findings are not troubled

by imbalanced data, we carry out data treatments to re-balance the dataset. We compare

the methods of oversampling, undersampling, a combined method and untreated data to

analyze whether a class imbalance is a concern for our empirical analysis.

A common problem with large datasets are missing variables. As expressed in our data

pre-processing section, several of our observations are not complete. For our purpose,

removing the missing observations is the best method for dealing with this limitation.

However, there is still potential for the removal of important data. Lastly, the data

pre-processing is done manually, and naturally can lead to human errors.
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5 Exploratory Data Analysis

After pre-processing the data and performing data cleaning, we start our exploratory

data analysis. This is one of the most important steps before building a model in order

to detect potential outliers and mistakes.

5.1 Distribution of Interest Rate

An important variable for an investor is the interest rate. In order to inspect the distri-

bution of interest rates we plot a histogram and analyze its summary statistics. Figure 6

shows the distribution of interest rates. The histogram shows that few observations have

higher interest rates than 20%. The majority of loans have interest rates between 7%

and 15%. Particularly loans with 12%-13% interest rates are frequently issued.

Figure 6: Interest Rate Distribution

Table 1 shows the summary statistics and confirm the observations shown in the his-

togram. The table shows that 75% of our observations have interest rates lower than

14.5%, and 50% have interest rates between 8.9% and 14.5%. Thus, we get a more

detailed look at the distribution. The minimum interest rate is 5.3%, and the maxi-

mum interest rate is 29.0%. This maximum interest rate is higher than the rate one
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would expect on loans from a bank. A reasonable argument for this observation is that

LendingClub loans are not secured. Lastly, on average across all grades, an investor can

expect an interest rate of 12.0%. A plot showing the increase in interest rate over time

is presented in the Appendix (A2.3).

Min 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max
0.053 0.089 0.120 0.120 0.145 0.290

Table 1: Interest Rate Summary Statistics

5.2 Distribution of Grading Score and Loan Status

Another interesting statistic for an investor is the distribution between credit grades and

loan status. This distribution is shown in Table 2. Analysing the percentage of defaulted

loans for each grade can provide investors with insight into LendingClub’s ability to

evaluate risk. As we can see, most of the loans issued are grade B, accounting for almost

34% of the loans. In total, grade A-C loans account for more than 80% of the total

loans issued. Moreover, we can see that the proportion of defaulted loans increases for

worse credit grades, as expected. Only 5.47% of grade A loans have defaulted, while

the percentage of default for the least creditworthy grades, F and G are 32.84% and

38.25%, respectively. However, only a small portion of the total loans are grade F and

G. In total they account for 0.8% of the total loans. The negative relationship between

default and creditworthiness suggests that LendingClub is properly assigning grades to

their borrowers.

Grades
Loan Status A B C D E F G

Default
7,756 23,551 28,923 17,730 6,155 1,437 241
5.47% 11.20% 17.94% 23.34% 28.53% 32.84% 38.25%

Non Default
134,078 186,642 132,321 58,247 15,417 2,939 389
94.53% 88.80% 82.06% 76.66% 71.47% 67.16% 61.75%

Raw Total
141,834 210,193 161,244 75,977 21,572 4,376 630
23.00% 34.01% 26.20% 12.30% 3.50% 0.70% 0.10%

Table 2: Loan Status and Grades
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5.3 Relationship Between Grade and Interest Rate

To check the validity of our dataset, we examine the relationship between interest rates

and grades. Intuitively, better grades should have a lower interest rate, while poorer

grades should have higher interest rates. In order to examine this, we compute a scatter

plot showing the relationship between sub-grades and interest rates.

Figure 7: Relationship Between Sub-Grades and Interest Rates

From Figure 7 it is clear that interest rates get higher as the grades get worse. All loans

with sub-grades A1-A5 have interest rates below 10%. The scatterplot also confirms

that most loans are grade B and C, and only a few loans are grades F-G. The figure

also shows that the amount of defaulted loans increases with worse sub-grades. This

findings is consistent with the findings in the above paragraph. However, one interesting

observation is that almost every sub-grade has one observation with the same interest

rate. We look into the dataset to analyze their loan characteristics to see if there are

any economic reasons for these observations or whether they are biased outliers. Despite

having a significantly lower interest rate than other loans in the same sub-grade, their loan

characteristics remain relatively consistent with the rest of their sub-grade. Therefore,

there is a strong indication that some form of error has taken place while registering these

interest rates. To avoid any bias, these 23 outliers are removed from our dataset.
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5.4 Outlier Detection

In machine learning, the quality of data is as essential as the quality of the prediction

or classification model. Therefore, detecting outliers is of major importance. Hence, we

check the rest of the dataset for outliers using boxplot or scatter plots (see Appendix

A2.2). We find several outliers in annual income.

Figure 8: Distribution of Borrower’s Annual income

Figure 8 shows the distribution of LendingClub’s borrower’s annual income. Observing

this figure together with the variables summary statistics, shown in Table 3, provides

evidence for many outliers. The median annual income in the dataset is $60,000, and the

maximum value is $9,000,000. Comparing the maximum value to the third quartile of

87,000, suggests that the highest incomes are extreme cases. Further analysis shows that

despite having these extreme incomes, investors are applying for small loan amounts for

reasons such as debt consolidation. There is thus strong reasons to believe that some of

these extreme values are caused by human error, either by a typo or miss-representation

of information. We use our own judgement and remove all observations above $1,000,000.

The elimination of annual income observations decreases our data set by 113 observations.

Min 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max
3,000 43,000 60,000 72,575 87,000 9,000,000

Table 3: Annual Income Summary Statistics
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5.5 Multicollinearity

Further, as the final step of our exploratory data analysis, we check the correlation

between the variables. This step is important to help us identify variables which are highly

correlated and can lead to a multicollinearity problem. Figure 9 shows the correlation

matrix for all the numerical variables in our data. From the figure, we can see that

interest rate, installment, total payment and total payment invested have a correlation of

over 0.9 with loan amount. Thus, to ensure that all variables are independent of each

other and to increase the precision of our models, we keep loan amount in our dataset

and remove the correlated variables. Moreover, sub-grade contains the same information

as grade only more granular and thus, we exclude it from our model.

Figure 9: Correlation Matrix of Numerical Variables

The confusion matrix also shows a clear correlation between CPI and unemployment rate.

From macroeconomic theory and specifically the Phillips curve, we know that there is
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an inverse relationship between inflation and unemployment (Phillips, 1958). As levels

of unemployment decrease, inflation increase. Thus, to avoid multicollinearity CPI is

removed from our model.

5.6 Summary Independent variables

After pre-processing and cleaning the data, our dataset contains 615,573 observations

and we are left with our final independent variables. As outlined before, our indepen-

dent variables consist of socio-economic data, loan characteristics, credit history, and

macroeconomic data. Our analysis will attempt to empirically show which independent

variables are significant determinants of loan default. Thus, our independent variables

are believed to affect the borrower’s ability to repay their loans and are selected using fi-

nancial theories and intuition. Our choice of macroeconomic variables has been discussed

and motivated in section 5.2.2. In order to get consistency between the two macroeco-

nomic variables,unemployment rate is converted to a growth rate. The unemployment

rate variable will from here on be referred to as unemployment growth. In the end, we

are left with 22 independent variables of interest. These are be used to specify the best-

fitted model to determine loan defaults within our data set. A description of our chosen

independent variables is presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Description of the models independent variables
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6 Theoretical Framework

6.1 Logit Models

To model loan defaults when the dependent variable is binary, classification models are

frequently used. A binary dependent variable model will model the probability that

an independent variable belongs to a particular classification, commonly y = 1. One

popular binary classification method is the Linear Probability Model (LPM). In LPM’s

the independent variables are assumed to be linear in response to a set of parameters

βj. This linearity makes the model popular for its straightforward interpretation and

its ability to use OLS (Ordinary Least Squared) estimation. However, there are several

disadvantages to using such a method. One of the most vital drawbacks is that fitted

probabilities can be less than zero or greater than one. Another important drawback is

that the partial effect of any exploratory variable is constant (Woolridge, 2012).

Therefore, using a non-linear response function when predicting loan defaults will limit

some of the disadvantages of the LPM. Logit regression is a method used to explore

the relationship between a binary dependent variable and continuous or categorical in-

dependent variables (Stock & Watson, 2012). The primary goal of a logit model is to

formulate a non-linear model that restricts the predicted variables to be between 0 and 1.

Logit regressions follow the cumulative standard logistic distribution function. Since the

method does not require the independent variables to follow a normal distribution, logis-

tic regression is the recommended procedure when using both continuous and categorical

variables (Hanushek & Jackson, 1977). The cumulative standard logistic distribution is

close to the standard normal distribution but has thinner tails.

Logistic regression is a linear relationship that performs a non-linear transformation on

its output by the use of a sigmoid function. Because of this initial linear relationship,

an important underlying assumption for running logistic regressions is that there exists a

linear relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variable (Stock

& Watson, 2012). The conditional probability of a loan default given our independent

variables is:
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P (y = 1|x) = G(β0 + xβ) where G(z) = exp(z)
1 + exp(z) (1)

where z = (β0 + β1x1 + ...+ βkxk) (2)

where β0 is a constant, β is a vector of regression coefficients and x is a vector of indepen-

dent variables. The sigmoid function, G(z), will take the output of the linear equation,

and map any real number, z, to a value between 0 and 1.

The non-linear nature of G(z) makes the interpretation of the individual variable’s, xj,

coefficient, βj, on the probability of y = 1 or P (y = 1|xj) more cumbersome in comparison

to OLS. The regression coefficient gives the sign of the partial effects of each xj and

whether the coefficient is statistically significant by testing whether the null-hypothesis,

H0 : βj = 0 can be rejected. Due to the non-linear nature of a logit model, the magnitude

of the effect of xj, on y is not directly observable. Instead, since xj is a continuous variable,

one can find its marginal effect on y by taking the partial derivative (Woolridge, 2012).

The marginal effect shows the effect of an one unit change in xj on P (y = 1). The partial

derivative is given by:

∂p(x)
∂xj

= g(β0 + xβ)βj where g(z) = dG

dZ
(z) (3)

The coefficients of logistic regressions are estimated by Maximum Likelihood (ML). ML

allows for estimation of the non-linear relationship between y and x, E(y|x). A favorable

characteristic of ML estimators is that they are consistent and normal in large sample

sizes. Another benefit of ML estimation is that the heteroscedasticity in the variance,

V ar(y|x), is already accounted for, since the estimation is based on the distribution of x

given y (Woolridge, 2012). This benefit allows for inference using normally constructed

t-statistics and confidence intervals. In general, ML and logit regressions overcome many

of the assumptions of linear models (Woolridge, 2012). Besides not requiring a het-

eroscedastic variance or a linear relationship between the dependent and independent

variables, logit models do not need normally distributed errors. Despite, having fewer

restrictive assumptions, some are still required. Independent variables must be indepen-

dent of each other and without multicollinearity. Generally, large sample sizes are also
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preferred. Large sample sizes ensure enough observations of each variable to model a re-

lationship. Lastly, logistic regressions assume a linear relationship between independent

variables, as shown in equation 1.

ML estimation chooses parameter values which maximize the probability of drawing the

data that is truly observed, by maximizing the likelihood function (Stock & Watson,

2012). The likelihood function, f , is the joint probability distribution of the data, treated

as a function of the unknown coefficients. In short, the ML estimators, θ, are the pa-

rameter values most likely to have produced the data (Stock & Watson, 2012). The

conditional log-likelihood of observation j under ML estimation is shown as:

lj(θ) = logf(yj|xj;θ) (4)

The conditional density function, f(y|x), is a random function since x and y are both

random. An assumption of ML estimation is that we know the function of form of f and

wish to determine the vector θ.

Unlike linear regressions, R2 is a poor measure of the model’s goodness of fit when

using logit models. For binary models, one should instead use alternative goodness-of-fit

measures such as the "Pseudo-R2" or "fraction correctly predicted" (Stock & Watson,

2012). The later states that if the predicted model exceeds 50% and y = 1, or if the

predicted variable is less than 50% and y = 0, then the variable is correctly predicted.

To classify the predicted values of each observation into a binary category, a threshold is

needed, such as 50% in the below example (Woolridge, 2012).

ỹj = 1 if G(β̂0 + xjβ̂) ≥ 0.5 (5)

ỹj = 0 if G(β̂0 + xjβ̂) < 0.5 (6)

The percentage correctly predicted is the percentage of times ỹj= yj , where ỹj is the

predicted dependent value and yj is the observed value (Woolridge, 2012). The Akaike

Information Criterion (AIC) is a commonly used model selection criteria for logistic and

other generalized linear models. The AIC is an estimator for the relative quality of a

model given the dataset. It estimates the model’s likelihood of predicting unknown or
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future values. The best model will have the lowest AIC value. AIC is calculated as

follows:

AIC = 2 ∗ ln(L) + 2 ∗ k (7)

where L is the value of the likelihood and k is the number of parameters.

6.2 Classification Accuracy

Logistic regression is a machine learning method from the field of statistics. The goal is

to find a well-specified model that accurately predicts the probability of the dependent

variable belonging to a given class. Deciding which model performs the best on a given

dataset is not always straight forward and can be a real challenge for some studies.

In order to determine the optimal model, some statistical measures allow us to easily

evaluate models against each other. When determining the best model, these measures

should not be evaluated individually but complementary.

The predictive accuracy of a model is based on the difference between the observed values

and the predicted values. A true positive (TP) is a positive observation that is correctly

classified as a positive observation. On the other hand, a false positive (FP) is a negative

observation that is wrongly classified as a positive observation. The same logic follows for

true negatives (TN) and false negatives (FN). A false negative is the same as a Type II

error in the field of statistics, and a false positive is the same as a Type I error (Labatut

& Cherifi, 2012). The four possible classification outcomes can be summarized by a

confusion matrix.

Predicted
Negative Positive

Actual
Negative TN FP
Positive FN TP

Table 4: Confusion Matrix

The confusion matrix is a widely applicable table and many performance measures are

derived from it. Accuracy, measures the overall ratio of correctly predicted observations
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and can give an overall view of the models performance. However, it does not perform

well on imbalanced datasets, since miss-classifying the minority class will lead to high

accuracies.

Accuracy = TN + TP

N + P
(8)

In order to get a clearer picture of the prediction strengths and weaknesses of a model,

it is helpful to look at sensitivity and specificity measures (Labatut & Cherifi, 2012). In

particular these can determine whether the accuracy is miss-guiding. Sensitivity is also

known as recall and shows how well the model correctly classifies true positives.

Sensitivity = TP

TP + FN
(9)

Specificity corresponds to the proportion of observations correctly predicted to belong to

the negative class.

Specificity = TN

TN + FP
(10)

An alternative method to evaluate a models classification capabilities is to use the Re-

ceiver Operating Curve (ROC) and the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC). The ROC is

a parametric plot of sensitivities against the false alarm rate at a full range of threshold

settings (Marzban, 2004). The false alarm rate is the same as 1− specificity.

AUC =
∫ 1

x=0
sensitivity((1− specificity)(x))−1dx (11)

By using the AUC, one can consider all possible thresholds, resulting in different sensitiv-

ity and specificity measures. The optimal threshold can therefore easily be detected. An

AUC of approximately 0.5 indicates the worst performance of a model and shows that

the model has no predictive power to distinguish between the positive and the negative

class (Narkhede, 2018).
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6.3 Expected Return and Investor Behaviour

Evaluating investment decisions using expected returns is a widely studied area in fi-

nancial literature. One intention for studying the demand for assets is to establish an

investor’s preferences over different uncertain returns. A popular measure for the attrac-

tiveness of an asset is by the average or expected payoff of an asset (Pennacchi, 2007).

The expected payoff is expressed as:

x = E[x̃] =
n∑
i=1

pixi (12)

An investor is expected to choose the investment opportunity with the highest expected

return. Although it is a popular measure, the expected payoff has historically not cap-

tured the behaviors of investors well. Therefore, economists have developed several the-

ories to explain the diversion between the expected and the observed behaviors, such as

the expected utility theories and the prospect theory. The famed St.Petersburg Paradox
2 first brought light to the major shortcomings of solely using expected payoff when mak-

ing investment decisions (Joyce, 2011). Instead, the concept that individuals care about

the utility they get from their investments and not the direct value of their payoffs was

introduced.

E[U(x̃)] =
n∑
i=1

piU, where U(x̃) = p1U(x1) + ...+ piU(xi) (13)

Equation 13 shows an investor’s expected utility as a function of the utility received from

the payoff of their investment choices, U(xi). Further, findings from the paradox imply

that investors have concave utility functions and marginally decreasing utilities. This

indicates that investors are risk averse (Pennacchi, 2007). Moreover, this suggests that

investors prefer a lower certain payoff, than a higher uncertain payoff. Thus, investors

may choose investment alternatives with lower expected values. Behavioral economist

call this phenomenon the certainty effect, and is a part of the prospect theory (Ackert &

Deaves, 2010). In addition to being risk averse in choices involving sure gains, investors

also tend to be risk seeking in choices ensuring sure losses (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).

2For more information see: Samuelson (1977) and Joyce (2011)
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There is an abundance of additional evidence that justifies that under most circumstances

investors are risk averse (Ackert & Deaves, 2010). Further studies have emphasized that

a rational investor will always choose an investment option that efficiently pays a higher

expected return for a lower or equal variance of return (Ackert & Deaves, 2010).

The presence of risk premiums in asset markets builds on the ideas of expected utility

and risk aversion. On the one hand, the risk premium can be viewed as the price the

investor pays in order to avoid risk (Pratt, 1964). On the other hand, the risk premium

is motivated as the expected rate of return above the risk-free rate (Arrow, 1971). The

risk premium is positively related to the level of risk in order to compensate investors for

the risk they hold.

Thus, when analyzing the expected payoff of an investment option, it is important to

consider the measures limitations as well as, the relationship between expected return,

the investor’s behavior, and risk aversion. Keeping in mind an investor’s characteristics

when evaluating P2P-lending with other asset classes might provide further insight into

which type of investors P2P-lending is attracting.

6.4 Sharpe Ratio

Investing in P2P-lending has its risks. Therefore, it is important for investors to under-

stand whether the returns offered by their investment are worth the underlying risks. In

1966, William Sharpe introduced the expected excess return per unit of risk as a measure

of investment performance (Sharpe, 1966). The Sharpe ratio has become one of the most

popular measures of risk-adjusted return on investments. The key purpose of the Sharpe

ratio is to evaluate the total performance of an investment considering the investment’s

risk exposure. More specifically, the ratio indicates how well an investment performs in

comparison to the rate of return on a risk-free investment. All else constant, a higher

Sharpe ratio is favored. The formula for calculating the Sharpe ratio is defined as follows:

SharpeRatiop = E(rp)− rf
σp

(14)

where rp is the return of the investment p, rf is the corresponding risk-free rate, and σp is

the standard deviance. Two of the components of the Sharpe ratio - expected return and
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the standard deviation - are unknown measures that must be estimated statistically. The

standard deviation of an investment represents the volatility of the investment’s return

and proxies the risk of the investment. In order to compensate for the higher standard

deviation, the investment needs to generate a higher return to maintain a higher Sharpe

ratio.

In other words, calculating the Sharpe ratio on P2P-lending investments allows for a

direct comparison to other investment opportunities. However, the Sharpe ratio has

several shortcomings. First of all, several researchers argue that the Sharpe ratio is

subject to estimation errors due to its two unknown variables (Kourtis, 2016; Lo, 2002).

Bodnar and Zabolotskyy (2017) emphasize that the standard deviation can, in particular,

be a problematic measure of risk. They show that high returns increase the standard

deviation, and thus, also the variance. Further, they suggest that better risk measures

use the probability or value of losses. Second, the Sharpe ratio may not give a reliable

comparison if there is a correlation between one or more of the assets and the rest of

the portfolio (Sharpe, 1994). If asset A has a higher Sharpe ratio than asset B, but

the expected return on A is positively correlated with the rest of the portfolio and B is

negatively correlated, then purchase of asset B would reduce portfolio risk. This example

implies that investment decisions can be too complex for just the Sharpe ratio (Dowd,

2000). It is, therefore, important to not make an investment decision based solely on the

Sharpe ratio.

6.5 Bond Theories

Corporate and government bonds are two popular credit market investments. A benefit of

investing in bonds over P2P-loans are the established theories explaining bond behaviors

and structures. The bond structure closest to a P2P-loan is the fixed-coupon bonds.

A fixed coupon bond pays a fixed coupon at regular intervals until the bond reaches

maturity. At maturity debtors pay investors the bond’s principal (Cochrane, 2005). A

bonds theoretical price can be calculated as the present value of all cash flows received

by the owner of the bond (Hull, 2012). The bonds price is written as:
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Pi =
T∑
t=1

Coupon

(1 + r)t + Principal

(1 + r)T (15)

T represents the bonds maturity date, r is the interest rate, and t is the time-period.

Most bonds do not sell at par value, but dependent on no default, will mature at par

value (Kane et al., 2014). The return of the bond is determined by several characteristics:

the price of the bond, time to maturity and the coupon rate. The bond’s yield is often

used by investors to calculate the bond’s return. The yield for a given bond price can

be found using equation 15 and solving for the interest rate. Thus, there is a negative

relationship between the bond yield and the bond price. Further, the yield of a bond

can be viewed as the interest rate that explains the market price of the bond (Cochrane,

2005).

Additionally, the bond market has a negative relationship with the interest rate. When

interest rates rise, the opportunity cost of holding a bond increases causing the bond’s

price to fall and the bond sells at a discount. The opposite follows for decreases in interest

rates. Bonds then sell at a premium (Kane et al., 2014). The decrease in price occurs

because the fixed coupons cannot compensate for the higher interest rates (Jordan &

Sundaresan, 2009). As a result, the bond is worth less than the price paid for it and

the yield decreases. Thus, one can see how bond performances are directly related to

macroeconomic factors and monetary policies.

These changes in interest rate risk have more significant impacts on bonds with longer

times to maturities. This is because bonds with greater times to maturities are more sen-

sitive to price fluctuations related to changes in the interest rate (Kane et al., 2014). This

rationale also acknowledges that bonds with the shortest maturities are the least risky.

Again, this is proved by looking at the relationship between the variables in equation 15.
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7 Methodology

The methodology is designed to address our research question of whether P2P-lending is

a relevant asset class for investors. A natural way to approach this research question is to

compare the expected returns in P2P-lending to other investment opportunities. In order

to answer the research question feasibly, the methodology is divided into four parts. The

first thing we need to do is find the risks associated with P2P-lending. Since loan default is

considered to be the biggest risk regarding P2P-loans, Part I of our methodology intends

to find the determinants of loan default. Considering that macroeconomic conditions

play a significant role in the performance of traditional investment opportunities, we

want to exclude that the macroeconomic condition of the economy is an omitted variable

in the performance of P2P-loans. Hence, Part II includes macroeconomic variables in

the model. Part III calculates the expected return that a lender should forsee from

a P2P-loan investment. Further, Part III also takes the Sharpe ratio as a basis for

comparison between the different investment alternatives. Lastly, Part IV compares the

risk classification of LendingClub’s credit grades to those provided by Moodys.

7.1 Part I - Determinants of Default

The determinants of loan defaults are analyzed using logistic regression methods. The

first step of building a logistic regression model is to split the data into a training and a

testing set. By doing so, the model is first optimized on the training set. Afterward, the

parameters of the model are run on the testing set to ensure the model is fitting. This

last step validates the model and detects over-fitting. 70% of the data is used to train

the model, and 30% is used to test it. The two datasets are drawn randomly to guard

the sample from bias (Panzeri, Magri, & Carraro, 2010).

To ensure our results are not impaired by errors arising from an imbalanced dataset, we

re-balance the data. Four re-balancing methods are carried out: oversampling, under-

sampling, doing both and the R-function ROSE. The Random Over-Sampling Exampling

(ROSE) function produces a synthetic and balanced dataset by using a smoothed boot-

strap approach (Tantithamthavorn, Hassan, & Matsumoto, 2018). Undersampling and

oversampling the data are two opposing approached to balance data. When undersam-
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pling the data one deletes random observations from the majority class in order to match

the number of observations in the minority class. Oversampling, on the other hand, gen-

erates random, artificial data to sample the characteristics of the minority class (Badr,

2019). The last approach balances the data by combining the methods of undersampling

and oversampling (Tantithamthavorn et al., 2018).

In order to find the best-fitted model, we use several methods for finding model specifi-

cations. Namely, Lasso regressions, stepwise selection using AIC, F-tests and standard

t-tests are compared. These approaches are performed independently. The Lasso (Least

Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) is a powerful feature selection technique.

It is a regularization method that reduces overfitting by removing less important vari-

ables, after checking that they are not important for the model. The other regularization

method used is stepwise selection. Equivalent to the Lasso method it attempts to remove

any insignificant variables from the model. To ensure that we have the best-fitted model,

we run the stepwise selection AIC both ways. Running both ways means the function

begins with a null or full model and tests the addition or deletion of each variable using

a chosen criterion. The model then adds (deletes) the variable whose inclusion (loss)

gives the most statistically significant (insignificant) improvement of the model. The last

approach is checking the significance of the independent variables using the F and t-test

statistics and is a standard approach to finding a correctly specified model. As our base

model and starting point, we use the following logistic model:

LoanStatus = α + β1loan.amnt+ β2grade+ β3home.ownership+ β4annual.inc

+ β5verification.status+ β6purpose+ β7dti+ β8delinq.2yrs+ β9years.of.credit.history

+ β10inq.last.6mths+ β11open.acc+ β12pub.rec+ β13revol.bal + β14total.acc

+ β15initial.list.status+ β16acc.now.delinq + β17chargeoff.within.12.mths

+ β18delinq.amnt+ β19tax.liens+ β20debt.settlement.flag + β21emp.length+ ε

(16)

Six of the variables in the above equation are categorical. Since logistic regression models

require numerical inputs, the model converts each categorical variable into a numeric vari-

able by employing dummy variables. After creating dummy variables for each category,

we are left with 42 variables in our model.
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The base regression is first run on the training set of each of the four balanced datasets and

the imbalanced dataset. For the standard test statistics approach significant variables at

the 5% level are removed. The models are then re-run without the insignificant variables

to see whether the exclusion of insignificant variables improved the models fit.

The next step after fitting the models is to see how the models perform when predicting

Loan Status on a new dataset. Cross-validating the models on our test data is a method

to check the models’ robustness. Across data samples and specification methods we have

in total of 15 models to compare.

There are several criteria to consider when determining which model best fits the data.

The performance of each model is compared using the performance measures outlined

in our Theoretical Framework. Because we are performing analysis from the perspective

of an investor who is mainly concerned about the credit risk of their investments, we

argue that it is more important to find a model that is strong at correctly predicting

defaulted loans, and it is less critical that the model falsely predicts non-defaulted loans

as defaulted. Therefore, when analyzing the different models, we place greater emphasis

on the ROC curve and the sensitivity of our models, than on the accuracy.

The comparative results and motivation for our model choice is provided as a part of our

findings. The final regression model of Part I, Model 1, is defined as follows:

LoanStatus = α + β1loan.amnt+ β2grade+ β3home.ownership+ β4annual.inc

+ β5verification.satus+ β6purpose+ β7dti+ β8delinq.2yrs+ β9years.of.credit.history

+ β10inq.last.6mths+ β11open.acc+ β12pub.rec+ β13revol.bal + β14total.acc

+ β15initial.list.status+ β16acc.now.delinq + β17delinq.amnt+ β18tax.liens

+ β19emp.length+ ε

(17)
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To gain further understanding of which variables determine default we analyze the vari-

able importance of each independent variables in Model 1. This is done by evaluating

the absolute value of the t-statistic for each coefficient.

t
β̂

=
∣∣∣∣∣ β̂1 − β0

se(β̂1)

∣∣∣∣∣ (18)

These measures do not quantify the effect of the coefficient on the dependent variable

but give an aggregate measure of each independent variable’s impact on the dependent

variable.

7.2 Part II - Including Macroeconomic Variables

Part II tests whether the structural form of Model 1 is correct. In particular, we test

whether the macroeconomic condition’s at the time of loan issue is an omitted variable. To

represent the macroeconomic condition of the U.S., we add two variables, unemployment

growth, and GDP growth. Regression Model 2 is defined as follow:

LoanStatus = α + β1loan.amnt+ β2grade+ β3home.ownership+ β4annual.inc

+ β5verification.satus+ β6purpose+ β7dti+ β8delinq.2yrs+ β9years.of.credit.history

+ β10inq.last.6mths+ β11open.acc+ β12pub.rec+ β13revol.bal + β14total.acc

+ β15initial.list.status+ β16acc.now.delinq + β17delinq.amnt+ β18tax.liens

+ β19emp.length+ β20unemployment.growth+ β21gdp.growth+ ε

(19)

The best-fitted model is found using the same model specification methods as in Part

I. Specifically, Lasso, stepwise selection, and significance testing using F-test and t-test.

The next stage is to evaluate the models’ performance. To be consistent with our previous

method the same evaluation methods are used, placing greater emphasis on the measures

important to an investor.

We perform a likelihood ratio test to see whether Model 2 performs better than Model 1.

The likelihood ratio test compares the fit of one model with the fit of another model to

test whether there is a significant difference between the two nested models. Model 1 is a
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nested model of Model 2 and is our restricted model. The null hypothesis is Ho : kr = kur,

where k is the number of parameters in each model. Rejecting the null hypothesis would

mean the unrestricted model fits the data better. The LR statistic follows the chi-squared

distribution and is constructed as:

LR = 2(Lur − Lr) (20)

Where Lur is the log likelihood of our unrestricted Model 2 and Lr is the log likelihood

of the restricted Model 1. The degrees of freedom is equal to the number of parameters

that are restricted, which in this case is 2 (Woolridge, 2012).

7.3 Part III - Expected Return and Sharpe Ratio

The final step of our analysis aims to compare investing in LendingClub’s grade classes to

the different grade classes of corporate bonds and government bonds. As well as investing

in CDs. Hence, the research will not address diversification strategies but solely focus on

investment within each grade class.

To calculate the expected return of a loan in LendingClub, we analyze the data as con-

sisting of seven portfolios determined by their grade. Where portfolio A consists of loans

of grade A and portfolio B of grade B loans etc. Although LendingClub’s notes sell in a

secondary market, we assume that investors hold their loan positions until maturity. We

also assume that the investor does not re-invest money received from installments, early

payments or defaults. This assumption allows us to ignore the time value of money and

compounding effects.

The expected return for every loan is obtained by using the following equation:

E[ri] = Total Paymenti
Total FundedAmounti

− 1 (21)

where Total Paymenti is the total dollar amount an investor has been paid back on

an invested loan i. For non-defaulted loans, this will be the sum of all installments

and any applicable late fees. An investor of a defaulted loan will have a total payment
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equal to the sum of all installments received before defaulting and any recovery amount.

Total FundedAmounti is the total funded amount or the dollar amount of a loan funded

by an investor.

The expected return on a portfolio is calculated as the arithmetic mean of the expected

return of each loan:

E[rp] = 1
n

n∑
i=1

E[ri] (22)

where n is the total number of loans and ri is the loans interest rate. The standard

deviation of the portfolio of loans is calculated as:

σp =
√∑i=1

n (ri − E[rp])
n− 1 (23)

The sources of volatility vary for the different credit market assets. While credit risk is

a common concern for all investors, bond market investors must also account for interest

rate risk and degrade risk. Commercial depositors are also exposed to interest rate

risk. If the interest decreases investors get a lower return on their investments. In

comparison, LendingClub’s interest rates and grades are fixed for the duration of their

loans. Therefore, we focus on calculating credit risk. There are several ways to measure

credit risk. Two measures to express credit risk are LGD and the Credit Loss Rate. These

measures are constructed as:

LGD = (1− Expected T ime to Default

T ime To Maturity
) (24)

Credit Loss Rate = LGD ∗ P (D = 1) (25)

Although the expected return gives an indication of the returns an investor can expect

when investing in a given portfolio, it is a basic measure and does not account for the
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volatility of these returns. To measure return adjusted for volatility, we have calculated

the Sharpe ratio for each grade portfolio.

As presented in our Theoretical Framework the Sharpe ratio consists of three variables:

the expected return of the portfolio, the standard deviation of the portfolio, and the risk-

free rate. The first two variables are calculated using equation 22 and 23, respectively.

The choice of using the 1-Month Treasury-bill as the risk-free rate was motivated in

section 4.4.

7.4 Part IV - Comparing Credit Grades

Credit grades are common to both bonds and LendingClub loans. These credit grades

range from least risky to most risky and are represented by some letter combination

where A grades are the most creditworthy. Part IV compares the difference in riskiness

between grades in LendingClub and corporate bonds. The calculated Sharpe ratios, the

expected returns, and the probabilities of default for all asset classes function as the base

for this comparison. Further, this comparison will be used to translate LendingClub’s

credit grade system to a more recognized grading system. The findings from this stage

will give investors a better understanding between the risk levels of each grade and the

overall risk level of P2P-lending.
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8 Main Findings and Analysis

8.1 Part I - Determining Default

The first part of our empirical analysis is to evaluate loan defaults on LendingClub’s

platform. An investor is mostly concerned with whether a borrower will default on their

loan or not. Knowing which variables are significantly related to loan defaults can help an

investor evaluate their investment options and pick loans less likely to default. Further,

predicting the default rate of LendingClub loans can also provide investors with risk

management guidance. This part provides a brief discussion on the evaluation of the

different models, followed by a detailed presentation of the findings from Model 1. The

main analysis is done by looking at the estimated parameters of the logistic regression

Model 1 and the ranking of each variable’s importance. We also discuss the model’s

prediction performance and its goodness of fit.

8.1.1 Evaluation of Models

The results from running the base model (eq. 16) show that Lasso, stepwise selection,

and the combined use of t-tests and F-tests, lead to the same specified model for the

undersampled, oversampled, the combined over and undersampled and the imbalanced

datasets. The dataset generated by the ROSE package is the only one who has differing

outcomes and removes two additional variables.

A quick observation from comparing the models is that the models on average do not

perform particularly well. Table 5 provides the most important estimations from the

performance measures of each model. The accuracy of the models range between 0.607

and 0.876. The AUC’s ranged between 0.614 to 0.861 for Lasso and were about 0.676 for

stepwise selection. Meaning that our models are far from perfect but provide stronger

predictions on loan default, than a blind guess (a blind guess is equivalent to AUC=0.5).

The AUC’s also suggest that the stepwise model is a better prediction model. To analyze

our models’ performance further, we look at the confusion matrix (see Appendix A3.1.2)

together with the sensitivity and specificity measures of each model. Interestingly, despite

removing two additional variables, the model run using the ROSE method does not

perform better or worse than the models using different balancing methods. Indeed, the
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only models whose performance measures differs from the rest were the two models run on

the original imbalanced dataset. Although the two models have higher accuracies than the

other models, the true positive rates, represented by sensitivity, are low. In other words,

balancing the data improves the logistic regressions and its ability to classify defaulted

loans correctly. Both Lasso and stepwise selection choose the same model specification.

However, the model from stepwise selection is found to perform the best after comparing

the performance measures.

Thus, we decide to continue forward using a balanced dataset. Since there is no sta-

tistically significant difference between the stepwise selection models in terms of their

precision accuracy and fit, it is arbitrary which model is used to determine loan defaults.

The rest of the empirical study uses the undersampled model as it performs negligible

better in regards to the sensitivity, and does not seem to be harmed by any loss of infor-

mation. The chosen model is highlighted in Table 5. The accuracy of our chosen model

is in line with other studies (Serrano-Cinca et al., 2015).

Lasso Stepwise Selection
Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity AUC Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity AUC

imbalanced 0.876 0.111 0.999 0.861 0.861 0.001 0.999 0.676
Undersampled 0.657 0.641 0.660 0.619 0.607 0.661 0.598 0.676
Oversampled 0.659 0.640 0.662 0.615 0.609 0.660 0.601 0.676
Both 0.660 0.639 0.662 0.616 0.609 0.659 0.602 0.676
Rose 0.661 0.639 0.665 0.614 0.611 0.656 0.604 0.675

Table 5: Performance Measures of Model Specifications

8.1.2 Regression Results

The regression output of Model 1 is presented in Table 6. The first column shows the

estimates of the regression parameters. As explained in the Theoretical Framework, these

coefficients give the sign of the effect but are beyond that, not easily interpreted. Thus,

the marginal effect and its standard errors are given in the second and third column,

respectively. The fourth column presents the p-value. All values in Table 6 are rounded

to the nearest hundredth (see Appendix A3.1.4 and A3.1.5 for full values). Lastly, the

significant variables are indicated by their significance level, where *** are significant at

the *** 0.1% level, ** at the 1% level and * at the 5% level. These representations are
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used throughout the thesis. The results in Table 6 exhibit that 27 out of 42 variables are

highly significant.

Our model finds grade to be highly significant and that the probability of default increases

as the borrower’s grade worsens. This finding is consistent with the analysis from the

Exploratory Data section. Figure 11 shows the 15 most important variables as determined

by the t-test in equation 18. The grades C, D, E, and F, are among the variables that have

the most substantial impact on our model and thus also on the probability of default.

This result is also seen in the marginal effects shown in Table 6, as the marginal effect

increases as the borrower’s grade worsen. The marginal effect gradually increases from

0.17 for grade B to 0.38 for grade G. Thus investors gain significant insight into the

creditworthiness of borrowers by looking at their grade. The majority of the presented

literature supports this finding. However, the result contradicts with Tao et al. (2017),

who found grade not to be a good representation of the borrower creditworthiness.

Loan amount is another variable found to be highly significant in predicting loan default.

The positive coefficient implies that borrowers with large loans are more likely to default.

All else equal, this shows that borrowers who request large loan amounts and therefore

have larger installments are less likely to be able to repay their loans.
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Loan Status
Predictors Estimate df/dx Std.Err p
(Intercept) -1.43 - - <0.001 ***
loan_amnt 0.00 0.00 (0.00) <0.001 ***
grade B 0.67 0.17 (0.00) <0.001 ***
grade C 1.13 0.27 (0.00) <0.001 ***
grade D 1.41 0.32 (0.00) <0.001 ***
grade E 1.62 0.34 (0.01) <0.001 ***
grade F 1.82 0.36 (0.01) <0.001 ***
grade G 2.00 0.38 (0.02) <0.001 ***
home_ownership Own 1.15 0.04 (0.01) <0.001 ***
home_ownership Rent 0.27 0.07 (0.00) <0.001 ***
annual_inc -0.00 -0.00 (0.00) <0.001 ***
verification_status Source Verified 0.11 0.03 (0.00) <0.001 ***
verification_status Verified 0.06 0.02 (0.00) <0.001 ***
purpose credit card -0.02 -0.00 (0.02) 0.754
purpose debt consolidation 0.04 0.01 (0.02) 0.563
purpose educational 0.51 0.13 (0.06) <0.049 *
purpose home improvement 0.05 0.01 (0.02) 0.416
purpose house 0.08 0.01 (0.03) 0.438
purpose major purchase -0.02 -0.00 (0.02) 0.805
purpose medical 0.09 0.02 (0.02) 0.261
purpose moving 0.07 0.02 (0.02) 0.411
purpose other -0.06 -0.02 (0.02) 0.341
purpose renewable energy 0.20 0.05 (0.05) 0.338
purpose small business 0.41 0.10 (0.02) <0.001 ***
purpose vacation 0.05 0.01 (0.02) 0.584
purpose wedding -0.19 -0.05 (0.03) 0.156
dti 0.02 0.00 (0.00) <0.001 ***
delinq_2yrs 0.05 0.01 (0.00) <0.001 ***
years_of_cr_history -0.00 -0.00 (0.00) <0.001 ***
inq_last_6mths 0.10 0.02 (0.00) <0.001 ***
open_acc 0.02 0.00 (0.00) <0.001 ***
pub_rec 0.09 0.02 (0.00) <0.001 ***
revol_bal -0.00 -0.00 (0.00) <0.001 ***
total_acc -0.00 -0.00 (0.00) <0.001 ***
initial_list_statusw 0.07 0.00 (0.00) 0.169
acc_now_delinq -0.07 -0.02 (0.02) 0.399
delinq_amnt 0.00 0.00 (0.00) 0.778
tax_liens -0.05 -0.01 (0.01) <0.026 *
emp_length1-3 -0.06 -0.02 (0.01) <0.011 *
emp_length 10+ -0.05 -0.01 (0.01) <0.045 *
emp_length 4-6 -0.05 -0.01 (0.01) 0.066
emp_length 7-9 -0.03 -0.01 (0.01) 0.296
emp_length missing 0.39 0.10 (0.01) <0.001 ***

Table 6: Regression Output Model 1
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Further, annual income and dti are both highly significant variables. In line with expec-

tations, the positive sign of dti shows that borrowers with higher amounts of debt have

greater difficulty repaying their loans. Figure 11 shows that along with grades, dti is one

of the variables with the largest impact on our model and serves as another indicator

of the borrowers’ riskiness. On the other hand, annual income has the opposite effect

on default and is negatively correlated with dti, indicating that borrowers with higher

income and more liquidity are less likely to default.

Figure 11: Variable Importance From Model 1

The results in Table 6 shows that all credit history variables are highly significant. Aligned

with our expectations, Delinquency 2 years, inquires last six months and public records,

all reflect the borrowers lack of payment credibility and increase the probability of default.

In contradiction, both high revolving balance and total accounts signal the availability of

alternative capital sources for the borrower. This source of capital can be used to pay

loan installments in case of liquidity difficulties. As a result, these variables bring down

both the associated risk level and the interest rate, and have a negative relationship with

default.

Out of the 14 dummy variables representing loan purposes, only small business and edu-

cation are significant. Our results suggest that borrowers needing a loan to help finance

their education are riskier borrowers than those borrowing for purposes such as consoli-

dating their debts, financing their vacations or weddings. Assuming borrowers fund their
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own education this result is reasonable as the borrowers are likely to be either unemployed

or part-time workers. Consequently, this makes the repayment of loan payments diffi-

cult and costly. These results are in agreement with findings from other credit markets

(Dynarski, 2015). Behind grades and education, small business has the highest marginal

effect. Borrowers who need financing for small business are thus found to be highly risky.

This result is consistent with our analysis of default rates within each purpose, where

small business loans were found to have the highest default rate amongst purposes (see

Appendix A2.1). Further, these results are consistent with Conlin (1999) who found that

entrepreneurs experience difficulties getting their loans funded because they are perceived

as high risk.

It might come to a surprise for those new to LendingClub that they do not have a

standard verification process. In fact, some of their borrowers have not had their self-

provided information verified at all. Table 6 shows that both the dummy variables for

verification status are significant. However, their marginal effects on loan default differ.

Those who have their sources verified are more likely to default than those who have

their information completely confirmed. Not intuitive, however, is that these loans have

a higher probability of default than those borrowers who have not been verified in any

way. Although there lacks economic intuition to support this finding, it is consistent

with Askira Gelman (2013)’s empirical analysis on LendingClub. One explanation for

this result could be that LendingClub verifies the borrowers they believe to have a higher

risk of default.

The borrower’s employment length is included in our regression as a dummy variable. The

regression results in Table 6 show that the marginal effect on loan default is 0.10, when

the borrower is unemployed as shown by the variable emp_length missing. Although

other employment lengths are also highly significant, none have nearly as great of an

impact on the likelihood of default. This result substantiates the relationship between

income and default.
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8.2 Part II - Including Macroeconomic variables

The second part of our analysis looks at macroeconomic variables and their significance in

determining loan default. For this part, we apply Model 2 which includes unemployment

growth and GDP growth as variables to represent the economic condition of the U.S. at

the time of issue. Again stepwise selection, Lasso and significance testing resulted in the

same model specification.

Lasso Stepwise
Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity AUC Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity AUC

Model 2 0.658 0.640 0.661 0.629 0.608 0.661 0.599 0.677

Table 7: Performance Measures For Model 2

Table 7 shows that the AUC is 0.629 for the Lasso model and 0.677 for the stepwise

selection method. Again, stepwise selection proves to be the best model specification.

Further, Table 7 shows that the predictive power of Model 2 did not improve from Model

1. However, it does not decrease its predictive power either. The AUC’s are slightly

improve in Model 2, indicating that Model 2 is better at predicting true positives and

true negatives. Although the sensitivity of Model 2 remains the same as in Model 1, the

higher AUC is a result of the increase in specificity from 0.598 in Model 1 to 0.599 in

Model 2. Furthermore, the increase in AUC implies that including the macroeconomic

variables makes the model more robust as the variables can capture more signals from

the data. The Pseudo-R2 statistic for Model 2 remained low, but is slightly higher then

Model 1 showing a direct improvement in the goodness of fit of our model (see Appendix

A3.3).

To further compare the models, we perform a LR test to see whether there is a significant

difference between the models. The χ2 from the LR test is 40.407 with 2 degrees of

freedom and we conclude at a high significance level that there is a statistical difference

between the unrestricted Model 2, and the restricted Model 1. Thus, Model 2 is a better-

fit model (see Appendix A3.3).

Table 8 provides an extraction of the regression output from Model 2. The table only

presents the macroeconomic variables as the other variables where similar to the estimates
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from Model 1. The rest of the regression results are found in Appendix (A3.2.1). The re-

sults show that GDP growth has a negative effect on the probability of default. However,

GDP growth is not statistically significant at the 10% level, meaning that a change in

GDP growth cannot explain the change in the probability of default. In regards to this

finding, one can argue that the GDP of the U.S. economy at the time of issue may not

be an important factor in determining default but rather a factor of interest at the time

of default. However, testing this theory would not improve an investor’s investment deci-

sions as they cannot perfectly predict the future values of GDP growth. Another aspect

is the difficulty of finding good proxy variables to model the macroeconomic condition of

the economy. From elementary macroeconomic theory, one can understand how macroe-

conomic variables correlate with each other. Thus, if the economy is in a downward

period, it is associated with poor performance across indicators. In respect to our model,

this means that GDP growth may in theory not be insignificant, but the unemployment

coefficient may already capture the effect.

Loan Status
Predictors Estimates df/dx Std.Err p
gdp_growth -0.02 -0.00 (0.00) 0.206
unemployment_growth 0.77 0.19 (0.03) <0.001 ***

Table 8: Extraction of Regression Output Model 2

Unemployment growth, on the other hand, is a highly significant variable. The positive

sign of unemployment growth shows that when unemployment is increasing, so is the

probability of default. This finding follows economic intuition, as a higher unemployment

rate means that jobs and incomes are lost and thereby reduce the borrower’s ability

to repay debt. Figure 12 shows that the unemployment growth rate is among the 15

most important variables predicting loan default in Model 2. Previous studies found that

during a recession the economy is plagued by a higher risk associated with loans (Bikker &

Haixia, 2002) and that the probability of default across the economy increases (Gambera,

2000). Our findings prove that these theories apply to P2P-lending market as well.

Furthermore, Figure 9 in section 5.5, shows that the correlation between unemployment

and interest rate is positive. This suggests that during a recession, the interest rates on
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new P2P-loans are higher. Hence, investors generally act rationally and demand higher

interest rates to compensate for the higher risk of default in the economy.

Figure 12: Variable Importance From Model 2

Figure 4 in the Data section (4.2.1) shows the evolution of the U.S. economy in the

period 2008-2015. This depiction makes it clear that LendingClub was exposed to a

relatively stable unemployment rate without major fluctuations. Our findings are in

line with studies on other credit markets, where a negative relationship between the

unemployment rate and credit market performance is found (Kaminsky & Reinhart, 1999;

Sinkey & Greenawalt, 1991). Hence, our findings show that there is no reason to believe

that P2P-loans are exempt from the normal business cycle.

However, LendingClub has only excised for a decade and has limited exposure to large

business cycle fluctuations. This shortcoming makes it hard to model the economies

effect on loan performances. Although LendingClub were around during the 2008 "Great-

recession", they were getting out of their start-up stage. In particular, there is no way

to deduce that the default in this period was due to the recessionary economic condition

or simply the result of the lack of competence regarding P2P-lending. However, there is

no direct data to model the impact of a negative turn in the economy and the period is

not long enough to conclude that our findings are consistent over time. Furthermore, one

can only speculate how P2P-lending will perform in comparison to the market during a

recession.
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Robustness Check

From Figure 11 and Figure 12 grades are clearly the most influential variables in both

Model 1 and Model 2. Triggered by this result we decide to run a model using just grades

as an independent variable predicting default. Nonetheless, we find that the prediction

abilities of this model is below Model 1 and Model 2. The same is confirmed in the

models Pseudo-R2, which is slightly worse then both the other models (Appendix A3.3).

To ensure that this parsimonious model is not a better model than Model 2, we compute

an LR test. The LR test has a χ2 of 2,398.2 and 38 degrees of freedom. Thus, we reject

the null hypothesis and conclude that Model 2 is the best-fitted model for predicting loan

default on LendingClub’s platform.

This result shows that potential LendingClub investors can better predict the probability

of a borrower defaulting by looking at the borrowers loan characteristics as well as the

macroeconomic condition, than by just looking at the borrowers grades. However, as

found by looking at the variable importance of Model 1 and Model 2, grades are still the

most informative characteristic in determining default. This finding is not surprising as

LendingClub themselves have used the loan and borrower characteristics to assign grades

based on the borrower’s credit risk.

Further, this robustness check brings light to some of the findings from other work on P2P-

lending. Although, grades have historically proved to be the most influential variable in

determining whether a loan will default or not, investors on LendingClub and other P2P-

lending platforms can mitigate their information disadvantage by using the information

provided to them.

As presented in the literature review, there are mixed theories on whether P2P-lending

platforms are more or less exposed to asymmetric information. Those who argue that

P2P-lending has less asymmetric information demonstrated how borrowers could provide

additional soft information to give investors a more transparent view of their qualifica-

tions. Thus, mitigating some of the information asymmetries normally found in credit

markets (Chen & Han, 2012; Iyer et al., 2009). Others also associate the decrease in

asymmetric information to the fact that investors have access to each borrower’s charac-

teristics before deciding whether to invest in a particular loan (Bachmann et al., 2011).
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Our results support the first view. We find that adding more variables to our model

provides better predictions and gives the investor more information than just including

credit grades.

8.3 Part III - Expected Return and Sharpe Ratio

8.3.1 LendingClub

Part III moves into the performance of LendingClub and other credit market operators

during and following the 2008 recession. The expected returns are calculated as outlined

in the methodology. To ensure that this method is robust, we cross-validate our values

using an alternative calculation (Appendix A3.4).

Table 10 displays the calculated return measures for each grade in LendingClub. µr shows

the mean interest rate for each grade, E[rp] shows the expected return for an investment

in a portfolio of each grade and σp is the standard deviation of the return in that portfolio.

Lastly, the Sharpe ratio shows the risk-adjusted return for each portfolio.

µr E[rp] σp Sharpe
A 7.21% 6.96% 0.13 0.53
B 10.27% 8.79% 0.19 0.46
C 13.92% 8.48% 0.24 0.33
D 17.20% 8.51% 0.30 0.27
E 19.80% 7.51% 0.34 0.21
F 23.39% 7.82% 0.39 0.19
G 23.98% 2.78% 0.42 0.06

Table 9: Expected Return for LendingClub Grades

To complement our expected return measure, we quantify the expected loss for each grade.

Table 10 shows our findings where P (D = 1) is the probability of default and LGD shows

the average percentage of the funded amount an investor loses if the borrower defaults.
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P(D=1) LGD Credit Loss Rate
A 5.47% 36.5% 1.99%
B 11.20% 35.6% 3.99%
C 17.94% 36.4% 6.53%
D 23.34% 37.3% 8.71%
E 28.30% 38.3% 10.83%
F 32.84% 38.4% 12.6%
G 38.25% 41.5% 15.9%

Table 10: LendingClub’s Default Rates and Loss Given Default

Overall, the results show that there are positive expected returns for investors on Lend-

ingClub’s platform. As previously outlined in our exploratory data, the probability of

default and the mean interest rate increases with each grade (see Table 2 and Figure 7).

A natural consequence of this is that the LGD is also larger for worse credit grades. Our

findings support this to an extent as LGD is slightly higher for worse credit grades. The

exception is grade B. To gain a deeper understanding of the underlying behavior of our

LGD’s we calculate the expected time of default for each loan grade, shown in Table 11.

Grade Default Month
A 19
B 18
C 17
D 16
E 15
F 15
G 13

Table 11: Expected Month of Default

Interestingly, we find that there is a smaller range in the expected time to default than

anticipated. Grade A loans are expected to default 19 months after issue which is later

than the subsequent worse credit grades. For each incremental less creditworthy grade

the expected time to default is one month before the previous grade. This relation holds

for all loans except for grade E and F, which both are expected to default after 15 months.

Grade G loans are expected to default already after 13 months.
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Table 9 shows that the expected return for all grades is significantly lower than the

corresponding mean interest rate. The expected return for all grades is 7.26%. Compared

to the other variables from Table 9, our expected return measures do not follow a linear

relationship. In fact, our results show that an investor can expect to receive the highest

return from investing in grade B loans. Further, grades C, D, E, and F are suggested to

give better returns than grade A loans. In other words, only the least creditworthy grade

G loans are expected to give worse returns than the safest grade A loans. These results

are in line with other studies on P2P-lending and their investment returns (Golubnicijs,

2012; Möllenkamp, 2017). However, our expected positive returns contradict with the

earliest studies which concluded that P2P-lending gave negative returns for investors

(Freedman & Jin, 2008; Klafft, 2008). The last column of Table 9 shows the Sharpe ratio

for each portfolio in the period 2008-2015. Again there is a linear relationship between

the Sharpe ratio and creditworthiness, where grade A loans have the highest Sharpe ratio

and grade G loans have the lowest.

8.3.2 Other Credit Markets

Corporate Bonds

Table 12 shows the past performance of Corporate bonds in the United States. For

consistency, each bond grade represents an investment portfolio. The data from the

Bank of America Merill Lynch shows the total return of each grade’s bond index. The

total return already accounts for the LGD and expected loss. From financial theories

we know that investors require higher returns during weak economic conditions than in

stronger economic conditions (Fama & French, 1989). Thus, to capture the effect of the

recession, we have measured the average return, the standard deviation of returns and

the Sharpe ratio both including and excluding the years 2008-2009.

Interestingly, grade AAA to A bonds did not have a higher return over the seven years

including the recession than the five years following the recession. However, the grade

BBB to CCC indexes had a higher average return in 08-15 than in 10-15. The standard

deviations follow the same trend, showing that the volatility of the returns is much greater

when we include the recession than in the subsequent years. The same effect is captured

in the calculation of the Sharpe ratio.
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E[rp] σp Sharpe
08-15 10-15 08-15 10-15 08-15 10-15

AAA 3.90% 4.31% 0.04 0.05 0.85 0.81
AA 4.43% 4.56% 0.04 0.04 1.02 1.17
A 5.00% 5.41% 0.07 0.04 0.66 1.18
BBB 6.9% 5.92% 0.12 0.05 0.56 1.03
BB 8.86% 7.48% 0.17 0.06 0.51 1.3
B 7.13% 6.24% 0.19 0.07 0.35 0.86
CCC 11.41% 5.44% 0.37 0.13 0.30 0.41

Table 12: Corporate Bond Performance by Grade

As expected, the mean return increases when the bonds decreases in creditworthiness

and the Sharpe ratio moves in the opposite direction. For the full 08-15 time period

AA bonds had the highest Sharpe ratio, with a ratio of 1.02. Subsequently, all others

are significantly lower with AAA being the second highest at 0.85. The expected return

for an investment in a bond portfolio was higher for BBB-CCC bonds during the time

period, 08-15, than AAA-A rated bonds. These findings suggest that during a recession

the investors of low-quality bonds, demand a higher return to hold these bonds in an

unstable economy. This finding is consistent with bond theory, where investors receive

higher returns to be compensated for holding extra risk. Thus, the risk of BBB-CCC

bonds increases more during a recession than higher quality bonds.

Based solely on the weak Sharpe ratios, investors holding a corporate bond between 08-15

were not compensated for the risk they held. Comparing this result to the 10-15 time

period all grades have a higher Sharpe ratio after the recession. These results imply that

there is a negative relationship between risk and the Sharpe ratio for corporate bonds. In

the 10-15 period, AA-BB bonds all have Sharpe ratio’s slightly above 1, indicating that

they provide a premium above their risk.

A common problem when calculating expected values is not capturing the true realized

value. This problem can occur by limiting oneself to a short time period. The economy

is constantly fluctuating, and the effects of a business cycle boom or bust can linger in

the economy for several years (Reinhart & Rogoff, 2009). Thus, if one finds an expected

value using observations from only a few years, one could make concluding arguments
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based on an anomaly during that time frame. This deviation is also seen in our corporate

bond returns shown in Table 12. Including or excluding 2008 and 2009 from our analysis

gives a different representation of the attractiveness of corporate bond investments.

As emphasized throughout this paper an investor should strongly evaluate credit risk

when making investment decisions in the LendingClub loans and corporate bonds. Table

13 shows the default rate, recovery rate and credit loss rate of corporate bonds of each

credit grade.

Default Rate Recovery Rate Credit Loss Rate
AAA 0.00% 47.9% 0.00%
AA 0.09% 47.9% 0.05%
A 0.12% 47.9% 0.08%
BBB 0.33% 47.9% 0.20%
BB 0.67% 28.8% 0.43%
B 2.02% 28.8% 1.28%
CCC-C 9.56% 28.8% 5.73%

Table 13: Moody’s Corporate Default and Recovery Rates

Consistent with LendingClub, the default rates increase as the bond grade worsens. The

same trend is observed for the credit loss rate. Although they follow the same trend,

LendingClub’s default rates are much higher than corporate bonds. Moodys expect less

than 1% of grade AAA-BB bonds to default. The only bonds with relatively high default

rates are CCC-C bonds. The opposite trend is seen in the recovery rate, where the

recovery rate decreases for lower quality bonds. This decrease shows that investors of

lower bond qualities lose more of their investment when bonds default. Again, this is

consistent with LendingClub.

Government Bonds

Besides investing in corporate bonds, U.S. consumers can invest in credit markets by

purchasing government bonds or by placing their money in CDs. Table 13 shows the

performance of CDs in the U.S. and the 3-Year Treasury bond. These investment op-

portunities are relatively risk-free, and an investor of these assets is mainly exposed to

interest rate risk.
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The U.S. 3-Year Treasury is a grade AA bond with a 0.186% 3-year cumulative proba-

bility of defaulting (Y. Liu et al., 2017). The standard deviation on the 3-Year Treasury

bond is extremely low, at 0.006 and 0.003 for the two time periods. Further, the mean

return is 0.77% and 1.03%, reflecting the safety of these investments. This shows that in

comparison to the riskier corporate bond investment alternatives, an investor on average

gets lower returns in the government bond market but is less exposed to risk.

E[rp] σp Sharpe
08-15 10-15 08-15 10-15 08-15 10-15

3-Year Treasury Bond 1.03% 0.77% 0.006 0.003 1.324 1.855
Certificate Deposit 0.61% 0.23% 0.940 0.236 0.654 0.990

Table 14: Certificate of Deposit and 3-Year U.S. Treasury Performance

Certificate Deposits

The second row of Table 14 shows that CDs have lower returns and higher volatilities than

government bonds. Further, in both time periods, the 3-Year Treasury bond’s Sharpe

ratio outperforms the CD’s. Therefore, the risk-return alignment for a 3-Year Treasury

bond is more favorable than for a CD.

8.4 Part IV - Comparing LendingClub With Other Asset Classes

Part IV of our methodology compares the credit rating grades of Moody’s and Lending-

Club. This comparison gives insight into the different risk levels in the credit markets.

Throughout the analysis, we find many similarities between LendingClub and the other

credit assets. First of all, there is a consistent negative relationship between default rates

and creditworthiness. Further, we find that higher volatilities in return are positively

related to the mean interest rate but negatively related to the Sharpe ratio.

Regardless of the two time periods presented, the Sharpe ratio for AAA-BBB corporate

bonds is higher than for any LendingClub grade portfolio. Directly interpreting this

measure suggests that risk-neutral investors aiming to maximize their return, without

taking on extra risk exposure, should invest in high-quality corporate bonds over any
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LendingClub loan portfolio. In terms of the Sharpe ratio, however, the 3-Year Treasury

bond outperformed both LendingClub and corporate bonds.

Table 13 shows the default and recovery rates for corporate bonds. For the safest invest-

ment option, the default rate and the credit loss rate is 0.0% showing that credit rating

agents have strong faith that these bonds will not default. In comparison, LendingClub’s

least risky loan option has a 5.47% probability of default and an expected credit loss of

1.99%. These results confirm that there is a difference in risk between the two grading

methods. Further, the default rate and the recovery rate suggest that LendingClub’s in-

vestors are taking on excessive risk. This result is consistent with the findings suggested

by our Sharpe ratio’s and Emekter et al. (2015)’s results. In regards to the probability

of default and the credit loss rate, LendingClub’s grade A loans lie somewhere between

Moodys’grade B and CCC-C bonds. The remaining LendingClub loans have higher de-

fault rates than C graded bonds, which is seen by comparing the results in Table 10 and

Table 13.

The expected return is the only variable that would suggest LendingClub to be an appeal-

ing investment option. The expected return on LendingClub’s grade A loans is equivalent

to the expected return on BBB-BB corporate bonds. The similar expected return sug-

gests that an investor funding a LendingClub loan and an investor holding a BBB or

BB bond are exposed to the same risk. However, our results do not support this claim.

Instead, LendingClub ’s investors face higher probabilities of default and LGDs.

In our Theoretical Framework, we presented the certainty effect explaining that investors

are risk-seeking in choices ensuring sure losses (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). This con-

cept is one possible explanation for why investors are investing in P2P-loans with lower

expected values than other credit assets. If investors are looking for a risky gamble,

P2P-lending acts as an appealing alternative to Junk bonds. In comparison, a rational

risk-neutral investor would want to minimize risk and maximize their return by investing

only in the most attractive loans (Möllenkamp, 2017). In light of our results, we, there-

fore, conclude that investors in the P2P-lending market are risk-seeking and irrational.

Unlike Golubnicijs (2012), we conclude based on our empirical study that P2P-lending

market is not an attractive asset class for rational investors.
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9 Future Uncertainties

9.1 Regulation

Our research shows that literature discussing regulation within P2P-lending exists, but a

detailed analysis of whether regulation will change the characteristics attracting investors

to P2P-lending is missing. Shortly after the rise of P2P-lending, the Security Exchange

Commission (SEC) recognized these platforms as selling securities. Thus, to oblige with

The Securities Act of 1933 platforms must register at the SEC (CNBC, 2009). The main

purpose of this act is to ensure that information is translucent and available between

all market participants (Verstein, 2011). Currently, the U.S. P2P-lending regulation is

separated into two. The SEC regulates the lender side, while the Federal Trade Com-

mission and Consumer Financial Protection Bureau are responsible for the borrower side

(Nemoto et al., 2019). Despite being under the SEC’s regulation, investors consider the

market to be relatively unregulated. This view arises because there are no specific regula-

tions that capture P2P-lending and market participants must follow relevant regulations

from other markets (Chaffee & Rapp, 2012). In particular, LendingClub must adhere

to the regulatory laws of the lending market, such as the Dodd-Frank (Chaffee & Rapp,

2012). Further, the view that P2P-lending is unregulated emerges from the difference in

regulatory framework between P2P-lending and traditional credit institutions (Buchak,

Matvos, Piskorski, & Seru, 2018).

There are strong reasons to expect regulations to tighten in the future and that these

regulations can change the attractiveness of P2P-loans as an investment option. Reg-

ulators around the world are continuously introducing new regulations on P2P-lending

markets. Among these are India, the UK, Germany and China (Ramesh & Gandhi, 2019;

Walker, 2016). The P2P-lending market in China faced extreme growth from early 2007

to mid-2018. The Chinese P2P-lending market was fairly unregulated until the Chinese

government was forced to step in during 2018, following a large number of loan defaults.

The regulators hoped to fix the hot market, but instead, the intervention caused a further

investor flight and more platforms to default (Mullen & Rivers, 2018).

One reason for the need of further regulation is the threat of increased financial fraud in

the Fintech world. As pointed out, the literature on P2P-lending markets mostly focuses
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on the credit risk part of P2P-lending. There is therefore limited academic attention to

the risks of financial crimes. A part of the default wave in China was the unravelling

of investment scams (S. Zhang & Glenn, 2018). The events in China have brought a

heightened awareness of the presence of financial fraud on P2P-lending platforms. As a

part of the SEC regulation, LendingClub must publicly publish all their loan information.

This requirement provides some security against large scams occurring. However, there

are still many who believe that P2P-lending platforms place investors at greater risk

for crimes than other investment options. Xiao, Li, and Zhang (2018) highlights that

P2P-lending platforms should eliminate the risk of three crimes: Ponzi schemes, credit

fraud, and money laundering. Currently, P2P-lending platforms use scrutiny systems to

decide whether borrowers obtain financing and at which interest rate. These systems do

not, however, capture the potential for criminal behaviors. Thus, P2P-lending, which so

far presents higher cyber-security risks, is still in need of stronger regulatory methods to

limit the industries weaknesses (Ng, 2018).

Borrowers are required to provide a lot of personal and sensitive information about them-

selves. For a P2P-lending platform to survive, it is vital that they can ensure their cus-

tomers that this information is stored safely and not misused. In 2018, the new General

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) reform came into effect in the European Union. As

a result, European P2P-lending platforms have to ensure that their business operations

follow these regulations. Experts expect GDPR to be a continuously updated standard

and that its application will quickly spread. Thus, the current U.S. Data Protection

laws are anticipated to get stricter and more aligned with the new GDPR requirements

(Buttarelli, 2016). For P2P-lending platforms, this means that they may face future chal-

lenges regarding the storing and use of their borrower’s information, information which

is vital for their current business model (Tikkinen-Piri, Rohunen, & Markkula, 2018).

For an investor this will mean lower returns, resulting from the increased platform and

transaction costs.

Another concern is contingency between investors and platforms. If investors start to lose

faith in the attractiveness of P2P-lending and investors stop investing in P2P-loans, a

domino effect can take place. The quick loss of investors can destroy the platforms ability

to survive. This domino effect was partly the cause of the market collapse in China.
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Before the 08-09 crisis, the financial market saw an increase in the origination and use

of new financial instruments (Rajan, 2005; Taylor, 2009). Their market value continued

to grow, and risk exposures were hard to estimate. When the economy turned, the

financial institutions risk exposures were revealed to be largely underestimated, and the

market crashed (Jorion, 2009). Post-crisis, the market saw an intensive implementation

of regulations and organized exchanges were implemented to regulate and control risks

(Eichengreen, 2010). There are two main takeaways from this episode that can be applied

to the P2P-lending market. Firstly, it is hard to assert how new trends in financial

markets will perform during economic downturns. Secondly, necessary regulation comes

in too late. Often because the true risks are not known until exposed.

The problem of asymmetric information between the platform and its participants is often

emphasized as a reason for the need of more regulation (Käfer, 2018). In their current

business model, LendingClub determines the loan grade and interest rate on their loans.

Asymmetric information between the investor and the platform arises as the investors

hold the risk of the platform’s decisions. New regulations may alleviate this unfavourable

incentive by requiring P2P-lending platforms to hold parts of the loan risk.

Before ending this section, it is important to stress that finding the right regulation is

not an easy task. That is why experienced committees and markets are continuously

updating their regulatory framework. The term "learn from the past" seems to apply to

the financial market. This is where LendingClub’s and the other P2P-lending platforms

brief existence comes in short.

9.2 Competitive Environment

Another limitation of the presented literature is the lack of analysis on the future com-

petitive environment of P2P-lending. Impending changes in the credit market is a con-

siderable risk for P2P-lending platforms as they can lose their competitive advantage. In

particular, worries regarding the Federal Reserve rates, the banks market position and

technology, create uncertainties concerning the attractiveness of P2P-lending.

The low returns on CDs and Treasury bills during the finical crises forced investors to look

for investment returns elsewhere. Since the end of 2015 to the end of 2018, the Federal
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Reserve has increased the benchmark interest rate nine times. At the end of 2018, they

changed the interest rate by 25 basis points from 2.25% to 2.5% (Reserve, 2018). The

increase in the interest rate signals that the Federal Reserve is confident in the economy

(Rushe, 2018). This confidence is a result of several years of reduction in the national

unemployment rate. The higher interest rate can change investors views on P2P-lending.

Specifically, investors may not view P2P-lending as a promising investment in a time of

higher interest rates because they can earn a higher rate through traditional banks. The

rising yields on CD’s and Treasury bills could narrow the gap between the "risk-free"

rate and P2P-lending returns, making P2P-lending less attractive. In practise this means

that the return on saving money in a CD will be close to the return received by investing

in a grade A loan, but with less risk. If people still want to invest in P2P-lending, one

can assume that they will be more interested in grades B-D loans, with higher expected

returns (Guillot, 2016).

Further, bank institutions have the advantage of economies of scale, stronger brand recog-

nition and established trust. Despite their stronger positions, banks are aware of the de-

mand for alternative online lending and want to take part in it. However, legacy systems

and the complex structures hold them back and make it harder for them to innovate.

Fintech companies, on the other hand, have the advantage of an innovative mindset,

agility, consumer centring perspective and digital infrastructure. Thus, in order to re-

main competitive, banks have to decide whether to collaborate with Fintech companies

or innovate themselves (EY, 2017)

J.P Morgan Chase is among the top three Small Business lenders in the U.S. In 2006,

they partnered with the online lending startup OnDeck and are utilizing their technology

to issue loans to small business quickly (Macheel, 2017). By using OnDeck’s technology

they can: pre-score their customers based on the data from their existing relationships,

reduce the application process, reduce the decision time from one month down to seconds

and deliver the funds the following day. This example shows that banks are willing to

engage with P2P-lending companies and that there is room for future collaboration.

At the same time, the threat of market disruption has pressured incumbents to innovate

more rapidly. Major banks have launched new online or mobile initiatives aiming at
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reclaiming their market shares at a lower cost than previously. In 2016, Goldman Sachs

launched its new digital initiative called Marcus. Marcus is an online lending platform

offering unsecured consumer loans and expects to generate $1 billion in revenue by 2020

(Renton, 2018). Being direct lenders and due to the size and strength of Goldman Sachs’

business, one can suspect that Marcus will be able to handle a recession better than other

P2P-lending platforms. Although it is not the same system as P2P-lending, there are

reasons to believe that Marcus can become a leader in the online lending space and a

threat to P2P-lending platforms.

A recent study showed that 71% of banks were interested in partnering with a third-

party digital platform for consumer loans and nearly 80% of banks were interested in

using technology to support their small business lending (American Bankers Association,

2018). In other words, there is no doubt that banks are going to take part in the future

of the online lending market. However, it is difficult to predict what role banks will

have. There are several benefits for P2P-lending platforms to collaborate with banks,

including access to large customer databases. Banks also act as a fund supplier for P2P-

lending platforms and can help them improve risk management. Considering the high risk

associated with P2P-lending found in our analysis, this is an important benefit (Asian

Banker Research, 2017).
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10 Discussion

Thus far, we outlined several sources of risk in P2P-lending. We stress that credit risk

is the largest concern but also give light to the nature of liquidity risk, regulatory risk,

fraud risk and market risk. In other words, P2P-lending is far from a risk-less asset class.

10.1 A Junk Bond Investment

The findings from the empirical analysis conducted in this paper confirm that P2P-lending

is a relevant asset class, but only for risk-loving investors. The mean interest rates for each

grade looks promising and gives the illusion of being a high return investment. However,

due to high default rates and high volatilities in the realized returns, the expected returns

from P2P-lending are less inviting. In fact, we find that investing in P2P-loans is closest

comparable to investing in Junk bonds.

Junk bonds are also known as speculative bonds. The alternative name depicts the

speculative nature many investors of Junk bonds have. Although some investors are

attracted to Junk bonds because of their high yields, others take these positions with

the belief that the bond price will rise. If an investor believes that the firm’s value or

financial position will improve in the future, they can get great returns by selling at a

higher price. Using this line of thought, one can see that investors who have done their

research can justify these high-risk investments. However, this strategy does not apply to

P2P-loans. In corporate bonds, one can use a value-investing strategy, perform analysis

and form opinions on the corporations future. Applying these tools is not possible in

P2P-lending as the borrower’s information is anonymous. Therefore, all research and

analysis are limited to the information provided by the platform.

10.2 Investor Behaviors in P2P-Lending

Following the above discussion, it is natural to discuss why investors choose to engage

in the P2P-lending market. The empirical findings suggest that P2P-lending is not a

profitable investment compared to other credit assets when considering its risk. In other

words, a rational investor according to Sharpe (1966), should not choose LendingClub

as their investment option, but rather invest in government bonds or investment grade
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corporate bonds. A second argument is that investors in P2P-lending are not directly

irrational but lack the financial knowledge needed to make rational decisions. Klafft

(2008) found that P2P-lending platforms rely on rational, risk-neutral and profit-oriented

investors in order to remain operating. Our findings and analysis do not suggest that

P2P-lenders act rationally. Combining Klafft (2008)’s and our findings suggests that the

future of P2P-lending platforms is uncertain.

The literature presented papers that found evidence of herding behavior in P2P-lending

markets (Herzenstein et al., 2010; E. Lee & Lee, 2012). When investors herd, economists

recall that their behaviors can be either rational or irrational (Bikhchandani & Sharma,

2000). The expected returns from Part III suggest that P2P-lending markets are currently

characterized by herding behavior. Herding behavior stems from investors engaging in

P2P-lending markets solely because other investors do and not because of the fundamen-

tal attractiveness of the investment opportunity. When P2P-lending platforms emerged,

investors faced a lack of investment opportunities due to low interest rates and unstable

markets. However, despite the stabilization of competing markets, P2P-lending has con-

tinued to grow (see Figure 1 section 3). The performance measures presented in Table 9

(section 8.3.1), shows that P2P-lending is not an attractive market for rational investors.

Thus, herding behavior is a highly possible explanation for the continued market growth.

In addition to the above results, we found evidence that P2P-lending markets are over-

valued. First of all, a major motivation to study the P2P-lending market is the lack of

literature and financial theories covering this market. It is thus reasonable to suggest that

the general knowledge regarding P2P-lending is below the knowledge of other asset classes.

Thus, as reasoned by the detected herding behavior, investors may think P2P-lending is

more appealing than it really is. Second, the Chinese P2P-lending market proved to be a

hot market. The worry regarding hot markets arise when the investors view of the asset

market change. In the event of an increase in default rates, investors will become aware

of their true risk exposure. Consequently, investors may start leaving the P2P-lending

market causing the herding investors to follow their exit strategy. The investor flight

generates an operating problem for P2P-lending platforms as they no longer receive the

funding they need to survive. This reasoning is in line with the events in China and one

fears that a similar situation will occur in the U.S. P2P-lending market.
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In addition to recognizing herding behavior as a part of P2P-lending’s rapid growth,

herding behavior is detected during loan decisions. Herzenstein et al. (2010) found that

P2P-lending investors would choose a loan solely on the fact that others have chosen

to invest in that loan. In our empirical analysis, we have outlined variables that are

significant in determining default. If investors are herding when choosing which loan

to fund, they ignore essential characteristics and can select loans that according to our

results are riskier.

10.3 Asymmetric Information in P2P-Lending

In our findings, we briefly mentioned that we find evidence of increased information

sharing between the LendingClub investors and the platform. In particular, we prove

that investors can gain additional information about the borrowers creditworthiness by

employing the results from our logistic regression models. This finding is consistent

with Iyer et al. (2009) and Chen and Han (2012). However, we argue that based on

our findings in Part IV, P2P-lending investors are still disadvantaged by information

asymmetries. We found that investors of P2P-lending are either risk-seeking, irrational

or lack financial expertise. The two later are consistent with the literature (Freedman &

Jin, 2008; Klafft, 2008). Further, LendingClub uses a letter grading system to express

the riskiness of their loans. In comparison, to more recognized grading systems provided

by known credit rating agencies such as Moodys, the LendingClub’s assigned grades are

far riskier. Thus, the true risks of P2P-lending are not obvious. This finding shows

that although grades are the most important variables in predicting default, their opaque

nature create increased information asymmetries between the platform and investors.

Further, to comply with data protection regulations, P2P-lending platforms are obligated

to make the borrower anonymous by removing all identifiable information. The removal of

information restricts the investors from performing further research before making a loan

decision. Determining whether there is more or less asymmetric information present in

P2P-lending markets compared to other credit markets is outside the scope of our paper.

However, we have provided evidence that this market inefficiency also affects P2P-lending

markets. In addition, we suggest that eliminating the presence of asymmetric information

is not as simple as previous literature indicates.
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10.4 The Risks of P2P-Lending

A part of answering our research question is to determine how P2P-lending platforms

will perform in the future. The paper addresses the macroeconomic condition, future

regulation and the competitive environment as three factors likely to impact the future

of P2P-lending platforms. As outlined in our results, we find a significant positive rela-

tionship between the unemployment growth rate and default rate, indicating that when

the economy is weak P2P-loans perform worse. We also found a positive relationship

between interest rates and unemployment growth rates. In short, P2P-loans are riskier

during weak economic conditions.

Bond risk premiums tend to have higher risk premiums during weak economies and lower

risk premiums in strong economies (Cochrane & Piazzesi, 2005). Further, evidence on

the U.S. market found that corporate bonds tend to pay higher returns during economic

downturns, while government bonds and CDs tend to have poor returns (Ielpo, 2012).

Moreover, low-quality bonds are more exposed to systematic risks, such as the market

condition, than high-quality bonds (Cornell & Green, 1991). The reason for a higher

corporate bond return is because investors fear defaults and sell their bonds. Thus, the

bond price decreases and the yield increases. Additionally, evidence shows that corporate

bonds default more during economic contractions (Athanassakos & Carayannopoulos,

2001). Our results show that investment grade bonds pay lower returns in a recession

while Junk bonds pay higher returns. Thus, in economic downturns, investors are risk-

averse and prefer to hold safer assets. This preference is confirmed by observing the

government bond market during the recession. Due to their risk-free nature, the demand

for government bonds increases during a recession. The increase in demand drives the

prices up and thus, the yield decreases.

In line with other credit markets, CDs also tend to give poorer rates during economic

downturns. Again, this finding is consistent with our results. Unfortunately, the timing

of the last financial crisis makes it hard to give a confident indication as to which asset

class P2P-lending resembles the most. On the one hand, interest rates for new loans

rise during economic downturns giving investors higher returns. On the other hand, the

overall default rates increase. The final effect is therefore ambiguous. One may question
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whether the higher interest rates compromise for the increase in credit risk. Another

economic downturn is needed before this question can be further answered.

The uncertainty regarding future regulations is also a vital part of determining the future

appeal of P2P-lending markets. As previously outlined there is a general agreement that

new regulations will emerge in the future. These new regulations will likely try to protect

investors from large credit losses, either by reducing fraudulent activities, spreading the

risk between platform participants or other methods. A brief interpretation might suggest

that investors are better off with more protection. However, as we have repetitively

emphasised in this paper, risk equals returns. If regulations decrease the risk associated

with investing in P2P-lending, then investors interest rates will likely decrease as well.

Stricter regulations of the P2P-lending market may require platforms to take an active

role in the risk allocation of their loans. A more active position will force platforms

to change their current business model and increase their operating costs. Increased

operating costs will spill over on borrowers and investors through higher fees and thus,

lower the total return for investors. Therefore, there is full reason to suggest that future

regulations can change the current competitive advantage of P2P-lending platforms.

Besides increased operating costs, there are other threats to the competitive advantage of

P2P-lending markets. Currently, P2P-lending’s competitive environment consists of all

credit lending corporations, whether they are Fintech or traditional institutions. The rise

of interest rates and the decrease in credit requirements are a direct threat to P2P-lending.

The rising interest rates offered by banks and other credit institutions introduce interest

rate risk for P2P-lending investors. Hence, an investor must consider the opportunity cost

of having their money locked in P2P-loans with fixed rates. Although several P2P-lending

platforms operate with secondary markets, it is not easy for an investor to liquidate

without losses. This liquidity risk can scare off potential lenders who prefer asset classes

with greater liquidity and less risk. This reasoning supports the argument that future

P2P-investors are risk-loving.

Another meaningful change is that banks are beginning to develop competing technolo-

gies. Technology and data processing have been dominant features of the P2P-lending

markets competitive advantage. As outlined in section 3.2.1, their technological advances
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allowed them to keep their processing times and costs down. However, banks have the op-

portunity to outperform P2P-lending with their own technologies, due to their customer

base, trust, brand recognition and financial resources. Banks also have the advantage of

accessing behavioral and historical data which can eliminate the advantage P2P-lending

markets have today. If banks outperform P2P-lending and borrowers no longer turn to

P2P-lending platforms, then P2P-lending will not be a relevant asset class for investors,

nor an asset class at all.

10.5 Forward-Looking Benefits

The discussion so far has presented a relatively negative view of P2P-lending as a relevant

asset class for investors. The following discussion will highlight some of the positives views

we have uncovered during our analysis.

In 2017, LendingClub decided to remove grade F and G loans (LendingClub, 2019). Our

results show that the volatilities of grade F and G loans were high with corresponding

low Sharpe ratios. Grade G loans in particularly performed terribly with a Sharpe ratio

of 0.06 and an expected return of 2.78%. Additionally, the LGD’s were around 40%. In

other words, our results provide no evidence of rational investment in these grades. In

fact, one can question why loans in these grades were even funded in the first place. The

decision to remove grade F and G loans reflects that LendingClub is critically evaluating

their products and shows they are devoted to offer the best experience for their investors.

As discussed, P2P-lending platforms have investors without financial expertise and who

are unaware of their risk exposure. By removing these grades, LendingClub eliminates

the chance of these investors suffering from big losses.

There is still a way to go before P2P-lending platforms lose their competitive advantage.

The technologies underlying P2P-lending platforms have revolutionized the credit market,

and banks are recognizing the benefits of these technologies. In other words, it is safe

to say that P2P-lending technology has come to stay. However, P2P-lending markets

are forced, like any other institution, to keep innovating and exploring new business

opportunities to remain competitive in a continuously innovating financial market. To

avoid direct competition with banks, it can be beneficial for P2P-lending platforms to
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partner with banks in the future. From an investors perspective, a bank partnership will

give them a bigger safety net on their investments, especially in the case of an economic

downturn.

Investment theories highlight the importance of diversifying investments. In our study,

we have aggregated each loan grade into a portfolio and studied these seven portfolios

independently. Thus, there is room to argue that sophisticated portfolio management

can improve the returns on investments in P2P-lending. The main goal of diversification

is to reduce the volatility of the investment return. By diversifying investments across

loans, the loss exposures are limited, if certain loans default. On P2P-lending platforms,

investors themselves decide how much of each loan they want to fund. The only restriction

is the minimum investment of $25 for each loan. Hence, an investor can diversify a $1,000

investment through 40 loans if they wish. Along the lines with Emekter et al. (2015) and

Serrano-Cinca et al. (2015), we determined loan and borrower characteristics that can

guide an investor to choose loans less likely to default. An investor creating investment

strategies using these findings to diversify their investments are likely to get results that

place LendingClub in a better light than ours.

Although the negatives may outweigh the positives, it is still important to present both

sides before drawing a conclusion.
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11 Conclusion and Future Work

The objective of this thesis has been to analyze the future of P2P-lending as a relevant

asset class for investors. For this purpose, a four-part methodology, an analysis and a

discussion are conducted.

The empirical study uses data from LendingClub, the biggest U.S. P2P-lending platform

and compares it with CDs, corporate bonds and government bonds. The first two parts

of our methodology use econometric methods and logistic regression to find determinants

of default. From our results, we find 22 variables, and the macroeconomic condition to

be significant predictors of default. The latter two parts compare the risk and returns of

LendingClub with the other credit assets. Specifically, we look at the expected return,

probability, LGD and Sharpe ratio.

Our main finding is that P2P-lending is a relevant asset class for risk-seeking investors.

Even though high interest rates are an appealing characteristic for investing in P2P-

lending, we find that the expected return on LendingClub’s loans do not compensate

investors for the risk they take. Further, we find that losses are higher and more prob-

able than in the other asset classes. In comparison to corporate bonds, we find that

LendingClub’s grade A loans default rate is comparable to B-CCC bonds, and the subse-

quent grades have higher default rates than grade C bonds. Based on these comparative

analysis’, we conclude that a grade A P2P-loan is an investment alternative equivalent

to Junk bonds. Hence, a rational investor should in theory not be choosing P2P-loans

over government and investment grade corporate bonds.

Thus, our results show that the risks are far greater than the returns. In addition to

credit risk, we find P2P-investors to be exposed to regulatory, market and fraud risk.

These findings support previous studies (Guillot, 2016; Moenninghoff & Wieandt, 2013;

Tao et al., 2017). To our knowledge, we are the first to empirically find a negative

relationship between the economies macroeconomic condition and the default rate on

P2P-loans. These findings show that P2P-lending does not appear to be less risky in the

future and further supports our main finding.
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The last contribution of this thesis regards the significant borrowers characteristics we

find using logistic regression. In particular we find grades, debt to income, employment,

small business, and annual income to be significant and important variables in predicting

default. Further, we find by using unemployment growth as a proxy for the macroeco-

nomic condition, that the state of the economy is a significant determinant of default.

This last findings proves that P2P-lending market are like other asset classes sensitive to

business cycle fluctuations and investors must account for this risk. This further stresses

that P2P-lending is a highly risky asset class.

Based on our results, one can question why the P2P-lending market is growing and con-

tinuously attracting new investors. In the third part of our empirical study, we find that

when investing in P2P-loans, investors act irrationally. Further, our findings supports the

previous literature that irrationality and lack of financial expertise are characteristics of

P2P-lending investors (Herzenstein et al., 2010; Klafft, 2008). Alike, Krumme and Her-

rero (2009) and E. Lee and Lee (2012), we also find evidence of the presence of herding

behavior in P2P-lending markets.

To sum up, under the assumption, that investors maximize returns while minimizing risk,

investors should stay away from investing in P2P-loans. If, despite these low risk-adjusted

returns, investors still insist on investing in P2P-loans, the first two parts of our analysis

yields valuable insight to reduce the default risk in their investments.

11.1 Future Work

Last, there is still room for a lot of work around Peer-to-Peer lending. As the P2P-

lending market is a considerably new market and still in the development stage, further

analysis with a longer time-frame and more diverse macroeconomic conditions will check

the robustness of our results. Our dataset had some limitations and the short time frame

was a particular strong weakness.

Broadness

In our paper, we seek to answer whether P2P-lending is a relevant asset class. Although

we are analyzing the market as a whole, our empirical study used LendingClub as a single

platform to represent the market. Performing the same analysis on LendingClub’s main
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competitor Prosper would cross-validate our results. This validation would ensure that

our results can be aggregated across the U.S. market. Further work could also include

international markets to see whether P2P-loans around the world have the same risk

levels as this paper finds in the U.S. market.

Methodology

We applied logistic regressions to establish delinquency rates and the determinants of

default. Future work may include alternative statistical methods to assert that the op-

timal results are obtained. K-Nearest Neighbors, Support-Vector machine and Bayesian

probabilities are appropriate methods that could be tested.

Further Areas

Briefly discussed in this paper are the opportunities to diversify P2P-lending investments.

As diversification strategies are outside the scope of this paper, we do not consider the

performance of diversified P2P-loan portfolios. To further analyze the risk-return rela-

tionship of P2P-lending, and to see whether a P2P-loan investment could be appealing to

investors, further research could perform strategies from portfolio theory on our dataset.

Another interesting aspect to investigate is whether our results in Part I can be used to

increase the expected return on LendingClub’s loans.

Another area for further research is to calculate how risk-seeking P2P-lenders are. Build-

ing on expected utility theories the risk parameter of a P2P-lending investor could be

calculated. Lastly, our methodology can be used to compare P2P-lending to riskier as-

set classes such as the equity market. Our paper studied the relevance of investing in

P2P-loans compared to other credit investments because of the structure of P2P-loans.

However, this paper finds P2P-loans to be far riskier than alternative credit investments,

and thus a comparison to equity markets may be more appropriate.
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Appendix
A1 Data

A1.1 Summary Table of The Data

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max

loan_amnt 615,826 12,484.920 7,781.481 500 6,625 16,000 35,000
int_rate 615,826 0.120 0.039 0.053 0.089 0.145 0.290
installment 615,826 413.638 259.301 14.010 220.110 543.940 1,445.460
annual_inc 615,826 72,573.570 66,408.430 3,000 43,000 87,000 9,000,000
dti 615,826 17.565 8.242 0.000 11.350 23.330 39.990
delinq_2yrs 615,826 0.315 0.869 0 0 0 30
years_of_cr_history 615,826 15.538 7.601 0 10 19 70
inq_last_6mths 615,826 0.695 0.994 0 0 1 33
open_acc 615,826 11.260 5.231 1 8 14 84
pub_rec 615,826 0.206 0.608 0 0 0 86
revol_bal 615,826 15,590.400 22,106.990 0 5,808 18,765 2,904,836
total_acc 615,826 24.494 11.764 1 16 31 169
total_pymnt 615,826 13,505.990 9,030.470 0.000 6,777.978 17,934.140 51,912.520
acc_now_delinq 615,826 0.005 0.077 0 0 0 14
chargeoff_within_12_mths 615,826 0.009 0.108 0 0 0 10
delinq_amnt 615,826 11.346 671.606 0 0 0 94,521
tax_liens 615,826 0.051 0.413 0 0 0 85
unemployment 615,826 6.170 1.153 5.000 5.100 6.933 9.933
inflation_cpi 615,826 0.966 0.875 −1.623 0.110 1.682 5.303
gdp_growth 615,826 0.530 0.444 −2.164 0.123 0.825 1.254

Summary Table of The Data
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A2 Exploratory Data

A2.1 Default Rate by Purpose

Default Rate by Puropse

A2.2 Outlier Detection

Boxplot: Interest Rate by Grades
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Boxplot: Loan Amount by Grade

Boxplot: Home Ownership
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A2.3 Trends of Interest Rates and Loan Amount

Development of Interest Rates Over Time

Development of Loan Amount Over Time
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A3 Findings and Analysis

A3.1 Model 1

A3.1.1 Odds Ratios

Variable Odds Variable Odds Variable Odds
Intercept 0.241 Purpose Education 1.670 Open account 1.016
Loan amount 1.000 Purpose Home improvment 1.056 Public record 1.094
Grade B 1.960 Purpose Vacation 1.053 Revolving balance 0.100
Grade C 3.087 Purpose House 1.090 Delinq 2 years 1.047
Grade D 4.077 Purpose Major purchase 0.982 Total Accounts 0.995
Grade E 5.056 Purpose Medical 1.097 Initial list status W 1.017
Grade F 6.180 Purpose Moving 1.076 Tax liens 0.951
Grade G 7.390 Purpose Other 0.939 inq last 6 mths 1.102
Home ownership Own 1.161 Purpose Renewable energy 1.227 Emp. length 1-3 0.940
Home ownership Rent 1.304 Purpose Small business 1.503 Emp. length 4-6 0.954
VS Source verified 1.119 Purpose Wedding 0.827 Emp. length 7-9 0.953
VS Verified 1.066 Dti 1.017 Emp. length 10+ 0.973
Purpose Debt Consolidation 1.036 Annual Income 1.000 Emp. length missing 1.471
Purpose Card 0.981 Years of credit history 0.994

Odds Ratios Model 1

A3.1.2 Confusion Matrix

Lasso Stepwise Selection

Non-Default Default Non-Default Default
Unbalanced Non-Default 158,938 25,733 Non-Default 158,922 25,723

Default 0 1 Default 16 11

Non-Default Default Non-Default Default
Undersampled Non-Default 96,483 8,997 Non-Default 95,114 8,714

Default 62,455 16,737 Default 63,824 17,020

Non-Default Default Non-Default Default
Oversampled Non-Default 96,280 8,997 Non-Default 95,521 8,754

Default 62,658 16,799 Default 63,417 16,980

Non-Default Default Non-Default Default
Both Non-Default 96,379 8,918 Non-Default 95,625 8,771

Default 62,559 16,816 Default 63,313 16,693

Non-Default Default Non-Default Default
ROSE Non-Default 97,021 9,069 Non-Default 96,041 8,858

Default 61,917 16,665 Default 62,897 16,876

Confusion Matrix: Model Specifications Part I
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A3.1.3 ROC Curve

ROC Curve and AUC of Model 1
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A3.1.4 Coefficient Estimates

Coefficients Model 1
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A3.1.5 Marginal Effects

Marginal Effects Model 1
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A3.2 Model 2

A3.2.1 Full Regression Output

Loan Status
Predictors Estimate df/dx Std.Err p
(Intercept) -1.41 - - <0.001 ***
loan_amnt 0.00 0.00 (0.00) <0.001 ***
grade B 0.67 0.17 (0.00) <0.001 ***
grade C 1.13 0.27 (0.00) <0.001 ***
grade D 1.41 0.32 (0.00) <0.001 ***
grade E 1.63 0.35 (0.01) <0.001 ***
grade F 1.83 0.37 (0.01) <0.001 ***
grade G 1.98 0.38 (0.02) <0.001 ***
home_ownership Own 1.15 0.04 (0.01) <0.001 ***
home_ownership Rent 0.27 0.07 (0.00) <0.001 ***
annual_inc -0.00 -0.00 (0.00) <0.001 ***
verification_status Source Verified 0.11 0.03 (0.00) <0.001 ***
verification_status Verified 0.06 0.01 (0.00) <0.001 ***
purpose credit card -0.01 -0.00 (0.02) 0.846
purpose debt consolidation 0.04 0.01 (0.02) 0.490
purpose educational 0.45 0.11 (0.06) 0.080
purpose home improvement 0.06 0.01 (0.02) 0.380
purpose house 0.09 0.02 (0.03) 0.428
purpose major purchase -0.01 -0.00 (0.02) 0.838
purpose medical 0.10 0.02 (0.02) 0.248
purpose moving 0.08 0.02 (0.02) 0.377
purpose other -0.06 -0.01 (0.02) 0.363
purpose renewable energy 0.20 0.05 (0.05) 0.346
purpose small business 0.40 0.10 (0.02) <0.001 ***
purpose vacation 0.06 0.01 (0.02) 0.530
purpose wedding -0.20 -0.05 (0.03) 0.144
dti 0.02 0.00 (0.00) <0.001 ***
delinq_2yrs 0.05 0.01 (0.00) <0.001 ***
years_of_cr_history -0.01 -0.00 (0.00) <0.001 ***
inq_last_6mths 0.10 0.02 (0.00) <0.001 ***
open_acc 0.02 0.00 (0.00) <0.001 ***
pub_rec 0.09 0.02 (0.00) <0.001 ***
revol_bal -0.00 -0.00 (0.00) <0.001 ***
total_acc -0.00 -0.00 (0.00) <0.001 ***
initial_list_statusw 0.01 0.00 (0.00) 0.298
acc_now_delinq -0.06 -0.02 (0.02) 0.414
delinq_amnt 0.00 0.00 (0.00) 0.797
tax_liens -0.05 -0.01 (0.01) <0.021 *
gdp_growth -0.02 -0.00 (0.00) 0.206
unemployment_growth 0.77 0.19 (0.03) <0.001 ***
emp_length1-3 -0.06 -0.02 (0.01) 0.012 *
emp_length 10+ -0.05 -0.01 (0.01) 0.058
emp_length 4-6 -0.05 -0.01 (0.01) 0.071
emp_length 7-9 -0.02 -0.01 (0.01) 0.364
emp_length missing 0.38 0.10 (0.01) <0.001 ***

Regression Output Model 2
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A3.2.2 Coefficient Estimates

Coefficients Model 2
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A3.2.3 Marginal Effects

Marginal Effects Model 2
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A3.2.4 Confusion Matrix

Lasso Stepwise Selection

Non-Default Default Non-Default Default
Model 2 Non-Default 97,209 9,122 Non-Default 95,238 8,723

Default 61,729 16,612 Default 63,700 17,011

Confusion Matrix: Model Specifications Part II

A3.2.5 ROC Curve

ROC Curve and AUC of Model 2

A3.3 Model Comparison

Pseudo-R

Model 1 0.0951
Model 2 0.0954
Grades 0.0771

Pseudo R-Squared
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Likelihood Ratio Test: Model 1 and Model 2

Likelihood Ratio Test: Model 2 and Grades

A3.4 Expected Return Alternative Calculation

E[rp] = E[p(y = 1) ∗ i+ (1− p(y = 1)) ∗ it36] (26)

where P (D = 1) is the probability of default, t is the month of default (1-36), i is the

interest rate and 36 is the maturity of the loan. Loan defaults on LendingClub’s platform

are assumed to be independent of each other, as one loan default does not directly cause

another loan default. Further, the time a loan can default is fixed in our study. Thus,

following the Poisson distribution, the historical default rates of each grade for P (D = 1)

are used (Table 3, Section 6.2). The Poisson distribution an its mean are is given by:

P (X = x) = λxe−λ

x! (27)
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E[X] = V ar(X) = λ (28)

Where λ is the default rate, X is the number of defaults in the time period and x is a

defaulted loan. Further, the expected loss is accounted for using LGD and recovery rate.
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